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Mukden, Manchuria, March
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FORMER
SENATOR
BEVERIDGE
CONTEST FOR BAILEY'S SEAT
JOINS THE RANKS OF
J
emple, Tex., Mar. 2 J. F. Wolters
DEMAND AID
BOOSTER8
of Houston came to Temple today to
formally open his campaign as a can
AND PILLAGE CONTINUE didate for the United States senate THE WORK DEGINS MONDAY
to succeed Joseph W. Bailey. The
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RIOT

2.
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BANK ROBBER

ROOSEVELT

re-

battalions of Chinese troops stationed
here were disarmed and disbanded to
day, as it was suspected they Intent
to mutiny. The other troops are be
ing confined to barracks.

CHINA
PEKING

proceed to Peking from Tien Two.
according to dispatch
ceived here from that city today.
Troops are Disarmed
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CITY EDITION.

will prove one of the most popular
acts of this democratic congress.
II.
"The objection raised as to constitutionality by men who would oppose it
even if the supreme court should
specifically affirm Its constitutionality
ought not to deter any friend of the
measure. The supreme court can op
depended on to nullify it if it is not
constitutional and I think the ccirc
would be likely to decide any doubt
LEVY against the law rather than In favor WILSON IS DIRECTED TO WARN
of it. That being the case, senators
OF
AMERICANS TO LEAVE MEXand representatives ought to feel
ICO IF NECESSARY
free to resolve the doubt in favor of
m
the people."
POLITICIANS
ARE WATCHING
DUMBFOUNDED
CONDITIONS
TREMBLOR IN THI8 STATE
Santa Fe, N. M., March 2. Weath
REPUBLICAN LEADERS SAY THEY
er Observer William P. Karl at Lake CABINET MEETING RESULT8 IN
HAVE NOT HAD TIME TO FIX
ORDERING NEUTRALITY LAWS
"Valley, iSerra county, reports to DiTHEIR THOUGHTS
rector Charles E. Linney of the fedOBEYED
eral weather bureau In this city, that
Lake Valley was visited by a severe
TAKE PLACE OF SUGAR TARIFF
ALL REPORTS
ARE MEAGER
earthquake between 9:25 to 9:30 p.
m. last night. The shock lasted a
I
te and the movement was from SITUATION IN THE SISTER REIS HtL EVED TUP Nrui eve m
north
to south. Dishes rattled and
TEM WILL MAKE UP FOR ANY
PUBLIC
APPARENTLY 18
houses swayed but no material dam
DEFICITS
UNCHANGED
age was done.

Montreal, Quebec, March 2. Sur
prised in the act of dynamiting the
West Montreal branch of the Royal
bank here this morning, a band of
five bandits engaged in a battle with
the police in which one robber was
killed, two others wounded, and
Charles Fltzpatrick, son of the local
chief of police, was badly wounded.
After two of the robbers were cap
tured another battle occurred in the WILL RECOMMEND THAT
BE
outskirts of the city and the others
FIXED ON SALARIES
No coin
are being closely pursued.
$5,000 AND OVER
was taken from the bank.

DEMOCRATS

BUSINE8S MAN ROBBED
Tampa, Fla., May 2. Declaring he
lost or had been robbed of $104,000
SENATOR DIXON WILL BEGIN AC
which he had rawn from a bank in
TIVE DUTIES AS CHAIRMAN
Savannah, Missouri, J. E. Fezman,
OF BIG COMMITTEE
said to be a leading merchant there,
was found here today dazed and ap
parently unable to recall what has
SAYS PEOPLE WANT TEDDY happened to him.
Fezman says he started from his
MAN FROM MONTANA BELIEVE8 home to go to Hot Springs, Arkansas,
and that he fell, or was slugged in
HIS FAVORITE WILL GET
Kansas City and that he knows noth
THE NOMINATION
ing of what happened since.
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CAREFUL

recent withdrawal of Congressman
Sheppard leaves the senatorial contest a
race Between
Wolters, Congressman Choice B. Ran-del- l
of Sherman and Cone Jonnson of
Tyler. Notwithstanding the fact that
THEIR HEADS CHOPPED OFF state-wid- e
prohibition has noi direct
bearing upon the senatorship, this
question will be one of the chief
STREETS OF THE CITY ARE FILL- issues of the
campaign. It is the genDECAPITATED
WITH
ED
eral opinion that the
vote will be divided between Wolters
BODIES OF MEN
and Ran dell. This may prove of benefit to Johnson, as he is the only
BISHOP DOANE 80 YEARS OLD
Oyster Bay, March 2. A report
Washington, March 2 House and
Peking, China, March 2. A serious
Washington, March 2. At a cabin
race.
the
prohibitionist
toreached
Albany, N, Y., Mar. 2 Right Rev. inet conference today it was deemed
Oyster Bay today that Theo BERNALILLO COUNTY senate leaders of all shades of porecrudescence of disorder occurred
William Croswell Doane, bishop of Al
dore Roosevelt has assured two memlitical belief eave themselv
expedient that President Taft issue
day when a detachment of artillery
bers of President Taft's cabinet that
headed by a band marched to the
today to a discussion of the sensation- bany since 1869 and one cf the best a proclamation urging citizens of the
known prelates of the Protestant
United States to comply with the neupalace of Duke Kuei Hsian, father ENGLAND FEELS THE he would not accept the presidential ENDORSES MR. TAFT al action of the house democratic caunomination this year: Secretaries
cus last night in indorsing what is in Episcopal church, celebrated his eight- trality laws in all matters
of the empress dowager, and shelled
affecting
Stimson and Meyer, according to the
effect an income tax on all net in- ieth birthday anniversary today.
much
Mexico.
In effect,
down the gate. They looted
the proclamareached this REPUBLICANS AT
tion is a warning of Americana
comes, including salaries, above $5,000
EFFECTS OF STRIKE story, were said to have
property and burned a portion of the
ALBUQUERQUE
with Mr. Roosevelt.
a
to stay out of Mexico.
understanding
year.
A
note
SELECT
DELEGATES
TO
palace.
said Mr.
will be sent to American AmbassaThat the house will pass the meas- END OF STRIKE IS
"They never said so,"
STATE CONVENTION.
Although parties of soldiers belongnever said
ure by a party vote within the next
dor Wilson at the City of Mexico, diing to the army commanded by Chang MANY IRON WORKS ARE SHUT Roosevelt today. "They
ten
or
so, because they couldn't."
two
weeks
was
days
recting him to inform Americans lotaken
2.
Huai Chi last night were engaged
for
March
The
Albuquerque,
repub
DOWN AND ADDITIONAL MEN
Both Mr. Stimson and Mr. Meyer licans of Bernalillo county in conven- granted. Discussion, therefore, turnYET
IN
NOT
cated
in Mexico to watch conditions
SIGHT
themselves in looting, today they
LEFT OUT OF WORK
ed
within
Mr.
seen
on
the
Roosevelt
have
and if the situation grows
inthe
closely,
in
outskirts
the
largely
bill
looters
resolutions
the
tion
here today adopted
reception
fought the
few weeks and both, said the dorsing President Taft and named 26 would get in the senate. Its fate
to quit the country.
last
larming
of the city. Prisoners they took were
2.
The great ports
London, March
WOOL WORKERS OF LAWRENCE
The conference was attended by
summarily decapitated and many of the United Kingdom, particularly colonel, saw copies of a letter which delegates to the state convention, there seems doubtful.
WILL HOLD OUT FOR ORIGINPresident Taft, Secretary Stimson,
The plans of the house leaders had
headless bodies are lying in the those situated in vVales, from which he wrote to an intimate friend sev which will meet in Santa Fe March 8.
AL DEMANDS
ex- As
he
In
weeks
eral
this
ago.
letter
Berare
votes
nineteen
Acting Secretary of State Huntington
not been wholly disclosed today, but
streets.
only
given
coal is shipped to every part of the
Wilson, Secretary Nagel, and PostIn the distant part of the west city world, and the centers of the iron plained why at that time he could nalillo county in the state convention it was apparent that the bill to de
Lawrence, Mass., March 2. Nearly master General Hitchcock. Reports
considerable trouble occurred. Whole and steel industries have naturally make no definite statement as to his the county convention directed tne fend the excise tax law now ree.lt ing all of the 50
delegates who attended received at the state department totwenty-sidelegates to cast the nine to corporations so as to include co
streets of shops were looted and been the first to feel the effects of position.
Mr. Roosevelt teen votes as a unit to be decided by partnerships and individuals was to a meeting of the strike committee to- day were meager and! consisted only
whom
All
the
guests
The
on
fire.
were
set
the strike of more than one million
many houses
York last! a majority of the delegates.
be urged upon the house ahead of the day spoke in favor of standing firmly of confirmatory advices of press re;i viltana have armed and fortified prl- - coal miners In England, Scotland and brought down from New
This afternoon the progressive re bill to put sugar on the free list. The for the original demands, which in ports telling of the killing of 40 renight depnrfed today. He said he ex
vieiiu!BCTfnite hprricajfs were Wales.
a few friends tomorrow, only publicans are holding a convention at latter bill will, of course, share In elude an advance of 15 per cent, the volutionists at Torreon by the federected in the streets.
Many iron works in various dis- pected
abolition of the premiun system and erals. Quiet is continued at Ensenada
of
one
a politician.
them
the court house In Old Albuquerque the debate on the
for
The mutineers who left Peking
tricts .were closed today and at Swanincome double
pay for overtime. Others ad- and the situation at Veracruz seems
at which delegates will be selected
Pao Tine Ifu yesterday and whom sea and elsewhere the docks prac
tax, for it was to make up the deficit
a state convention to be held in of more than 150,000,000 to be lost in vocated that the industrial workers unchanged.
Yuan Shi Kal ordered to be arrested tically have come to a standstill. No
Senator Beveridge Joins Ranks
on strike
until Ettor and
Santa Fe.
Senator Lodge of Massachusetts
or killed, have been joined by many vessels are arriving and the dockers
customs revenue on sugar that the remain
of having been said at the White House
accused
Giovannetti,
Washington, March 2. The acqui
of the soldiers there. They have loot- and workmen employed in the local
new taxing
today that
measure was devised.
to murder, are released the situation in Mexico was about as
ed a great part of Pao Tin Fu and industries have been thrown out of sition of former Senator Beveridge of
The democratic leaders want to be accessories
from jail.
bad as it could possibly be.
Indiana to the Roosevelt forces was PREACHER INDICTED sure that tho deficit will be
burned large areas. Feng Tai, 22 work.
provided
The committee which conferred
annuunred here today. The colonel's
"Our Interests in Mexico continue
miles from Peking, on the railroad
for before the duty is removed.
with officials of the American Woolen to
to Tien Tsin, was looted by another MEN AND RELIGION MOVEMENT. headquarters were moved into a large
protest against conditions there,''
The new plan of the democrats took
ON PERJURY CHARGE their depubliean colleagues entirely company in Boston yesterday told the said Mr. Lodge There is no use
Oakland, Cal., Mar. 2. The final suite of offices occupying the entin
gang of mutineers. British troops
town office building
general committee that President shutting our eyes to tho fact that a
guarding the railroad there protected arrangements have been completed front of a down
by surprise. Many of them had not
Wood of the company had said the state of
Dixon
Senator
his
advent
signalized
muti
Re
but
Men
for
and
women
the
and
of
the
the campaign
anarchy exists there. I am
the
children,
recovered sufficiently to be willing to
neers burned the railway station ligion Forward Movement in Oakland. as manager by ..ecuring enough space SHORTLY AFTER GRAND JURY talk for publication. Everybody agreed five per cent advance proposed was against Intervention and will oppose
for those who were now working it, but still it is just like having a
and held up a train, robbing many Berkeley and Alameda. The campaign for the full expansion of the cam
that (he debates in the house and only
REPORTS REV. NORRIS' HOUSE
in the mills.
house afire next door,"
on
a
so
in
Chinese passengers. Yung Ping Fu, proper will open in this city tomorrow lait;ii force. Senator Dixon announcradical
the
IS BURNED DOWN
change
senajte
Commissioner of Labor Neill conwhere the American troops are guard- afternoon, when Raymond Robins will ed he would take charge of the com
method of raising government reveferred with several officials of the
ing the railroad to Chin Wang Tao, address a mass meeting for men. In pel gn Monday.
Ft. Worth, March 2. A few hours nues would be the stormiest of re- industrial workers of the world and
no
in
"There is
any man's after Rev. Frank J. Norris, pastor of cent years. The constitutionality of
question
stitutes will be conducted throughout
Communication Restored
also was looted.
with some of the mill heads. Mr.
The foreign ministers here after a the succeeding week by experts on mind," he said today, "that an over the First Baptist church, had been in the new plan, it was said, would be
El Paso, Tex., March 2. Communi
Neill has decided to make no stateconference have decided to bring into boys' work, social service, Bible study, whelming preponderance of the re dicted on the charge of perjury his attacked by some representatives and
over the railroad wires be
cation
ment
for
until
he
publication
reports
for
are
voters
of
nation
the
and
publican
evangelism.
Peking all the available foreign missions
home burned down last night. It senators, although the democratic to his
tween Juarez and Chihuahua was reat
Washington.
superior
Mr.
Roosevelt
of
nomination
the
in
in
adjacent ports
troops stationed
came as a mysterious sequel to an leaders in the house claim the measstored today. Many telegrams were
They believe that if Roosevelt is nomChina. A force of 1,000 troops of vaequally mysterious chain of events ure has 'been so drawn as to comply
received
by railway officials. Although
electbe
will
inated
he
triumphantly
rious nationalities will arrive here CROWD APPLAUDS WHEN
in which the saloon fighting minister with the supreme court decision up PRECINCT TWENTY-NIN- E
their contents were not divulged, it
ed in November and they are fearful
In
law.
tomorrow.
tax
the
corporation
has figured. The most startling de- holding
was stated that there had been no
of a political calamity to the republi
It is evident that all the soldiers of
the senate it is said that In all prob
came last night,
velopments
disorder in Chihuahua.
nominatbe
Mr.
can
ARE
WOMEN
SENTENCED
DELEGATES
Taft
ELECTS
ITS
should
in
party
broare
Chinese
will
be
the northern
army
of perjdry, Norris was charg- ability party alignments
for the
southward
Preparations
ed. The republican party owes the
agreement in the pillaging movement.
ed with having written letters to him- ken, although party leaders make no
movement of the insurrectos at Juarez
to
man.
no
nomination
for
president
They are under the hellef that the
PRIMARY HELD LAST NIGHT IN were Btill incomplete
self in which he was threatened with such concession publicly.
SUFFRAGETTES ARE GIVEN TWO
today. The
"The only hope of those republi
Senator MioCumber of North Dakota
coming of the republican delegates
not
leave town.
did
THE CITY HALL WAS WELL
if
he
death
do
state
not
to have
that
BREAKIN
expect
MONTHS
they
FOR
JAIL
Mr.
Roosevelt
who
cans
are against
from Nanking to Yuan Shi Kai means
ATTENDED
Norris first attracted attention here member of the senate finance commit
to fight to take Chihuahua.
ING SHOP WINDOWS.
of
use
federal
patto
is
the
secure,
northern!
by
the
if
in
dismissal
of
troops
the
any change
by a campaign for enforcement of tee, expressed doubt
Jose Maries Guerrero was appointronage in the south, the control of
from the service. The delegates teledeclar- the tariff on sugar would make any
Norris
Then
laws.
In spite of the threatening storm a ed consul at El Paso for the revoluprohibition
2.
March
Mrs.
Emmaline
London,
orleton
from
LI
detegateg
political
Yuen,
graphed today to General
been made to as- difference to the consumer. He said goodly number of republicans of pre- tionists, and General Salazar sent a
Pankhurst, Mrs. Tukes and Mrs. Mar sanizations in these states and the ed an attempt had
Heng, commander of the republican
was followed by the income tax propostion was lost cinct No. 29, East Las Vegas, gather-This
him.
sassinate
eventelegram to Washington asking that
shall, the three leaders of last
suffocation of the real sentiment of
in the supreme court of the United
troops at Nankingg and vice president
First
of
the
in
destruction
the
to
Baptist
last
hall
the
particity
be recognized officially by the Uninight
he
window
by
smashing campaign,
the republican voters in certain
of the republic, to bring a republican ing's
a States by "very much of a divided cipate in a primary. The meeting ted States.
succeeded in northern states in the matter of elec- church by fire. Norris reported
the
which
suffragettes
army to Peking to restore order.
second attempt had been made on his court" and that the connstitutionality was) called to order by Precinct Com- the London tradesmen, tion of
delegates.
The government Is unable at pres- terrorizing
life after this, and he traveled with of an income tax was a different mat- miteeman F. O. Blood. Colonel Ralph
were
sentenced each to two
"I cannot, believe there is any quesent to cope with the situation and monthstoday
a bodyguard. Then he exhibited the ter to determine.
E. Twitchell was chosen permanent
TEXAS INDEPENDENCE
DAY
imprisonment. These were
the foreign ministers here are dis- the first three of the 124 women who tion as to the ultimate result at Chi- warning letters which last night the
"Personally," he added, "I am in chairman and Herbert W. Clark per
Austin, Tex., Mar. 2. The seventy-sixt- h
Shi
Yuan
cago.
the
concerted
action.
to
has
think that congress
cussing
manent secretary. The following 11
were arrested in the course of the
grand jury declared Norris wrote to clined
anniversary of the declaration-Kal promised to pardon all returning
himself. Norris' charges attracted a power to levy such a tax."
street demonstration and who are to
delegates were chosen to attend the of Texas independence was observed
Senator Bacon, of Georgia, who did county convention, which will be held as a
mutineers, hut has not yet received be
great deal of attention to his church
arraigned at the Bow street court.
public holiday throughout the
Roosevelt Takes a Rest
not attempt to speak for his party as
any response. The populace has been
work.
The attorney for the prosecution
Monday in the court house: William state today. In 1824 Mexico achieved
2.
Theonotified that all persons found In the announced in court
he had no opportunity to talk with J. Mills, Dr. J. M. Cunningham, D. C. her
Oyster Ray, L. I., March
today" that the
independence from Spain and esFEBRUARY ARRESTS
streets tonight after 8 o'clock will be total damage done by the suffragettes dore Roosevelt dropped politics today
any senators regarding the bill, pre Winterst Ralph E. Twitchell, Simon tablished a republican government.
shot
During the month of February 20 dieted that if the bill passed the Bacharach, Apolonio A. Sena William Bustamente, the usurping governor of
in their stone
manifestations and took a rest in preparation for the
been was estimated throwing
missionaries have
Many
at J25.00u. and on no- - campaign before him. He said he men were arraigned before Judge D. house it would find "sufficient sup- Shillinglaw, Charles W. G. Ward, Leo Texas, prohibited further immigration
to 9Pend m08t of the next fort' R. Murray on various minor charges port in the senate."
slaughtered by the mutineers in Pao half of the government he stated that
Tipton, M. M. Padgett and Harry W. from the United States, fearing that
Ting Fu, according to a report re- the time had now arrived when the nlSht a hme. witn a few ,rlPs t0 and of this number eight did time
the white settlers would not be domKelly.
ceived heer today. It Is thought prob- consideration which had been hitherto New York.
on the chain gang and the remainder
inated as were the Mexicans. Santa
K.
O.
His
Gives
Bryan
He took a long horseback ride and paid the fines and costs of the court.
able, however, in well informed cir- shown In connection with suffragette
BAYARD CUTTING DEAD
Anna, with whom the white settlers
put In a few hours at chopping trees Fourteen were arrested on the charge
cles, that only one or two have baen raids could no longer be allowed.
Seattle, Wash., March 2. William
Santa Fe, N. M., March 2. W. Ba sided, overturned the constitution of
killed. It is believed they are Roman
vagrancy, J. Bryan expressed vigorously today yard Cutting, a New York financier, 1824, and declared himself a dictator.
The friendly audience that has here- which, next to riding, is his favorite of drunkenness, one for
Catholics.
tofore been present in the police court form of exercise. Mr. Roosevelt said two for fighting, two for hauling his entire approval of the income tax died last night on a special car on the The Texans continued their efforts
at suffragette proceedings was absent. no change had occurred in the politic- without an expressman's license, and and free sugar bills endorsed by the Rock Island railroad between Kansas for the observance of the Mexican
U. S. Troops Ordered to Peking
one on i) charge of not tying a house democrat caucus. Bryan said: City and Chicago, while being hurried constitution, but, goaded by tyrannical'
The sentences of the three leaders al situation so far as he knew.
"I am in favor of the income tax from Santa Fe to New York. He was oppression, held a convention at
horse. For a time the city cooler was
London, March 2. The soldiers were received with applause. On the
of
Fu
Pao
filled to the limit with members of bill, and am very glad the democrats met by Mrs. Cutting and daughter in Washington on the Brazos. On March
the
sentence
the
the
magof
Ting
garrison
by
forming
delivery
LYNCHER ACQUITTED
t
the chain gang, and at no time up to have introduced it. Mr. Taft said in Kansas, who joined him. An attack 2, 1836, this convention declared the
mutinied last night, according to a istrate, Mrs. Pankhurst declared that
2.
she
when
Tien
here
further
After
to
March
received
Tsin
she
Intended
the last of the month was the jail 1908, in opposing an income tax of acute Indigestion had brought on independence of Texas and began the
Georgetown, Texas,
go
dispatch from
suf- 20 minutes' deliberation a jury today without three or four occupants. How- amendment, that an income tax could heart failure while Mr.
the
were
out
and
of
came
that
killed
civilians
prison
Many
today.
Cutting was drafting of her constitution. Gen. Sam
and :be soldiers looted a large num- fragettes were prepared to go to the acquitted Garrett P. Noack, charged ever, the month ended with only one be secured by statute whenever the in Santa Fe. He was 62 years of age, Houston was
commander in
fullest limit, to show the government with participation in the lynching of man in hock and the first day of people wanted it. I am satisfied a director of the Southern Pacific rail- chief of the Telstra armies and David
ber of stores.
name to the they want it and am glad congress road, and was a friend and
of United that women were going to secure the Antonio Gomez, a Mexican boy at March added another
A strong detachment
neighbor G. Burnet was made president oi the
vote.
June.
last
the
to
has
ordered
been
of
hostelry.
has decided to give it to them. It of Theodore Roosevelt,
new republic.
Thorndale, Texas,
States troops
register
IS MET-EPUNISHMENT
OUT TO VANDALS WHO
ARE CAUGHT
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will heerafter sell gold In bars,

plan-chet-

SATURDAY.

MARCH 2, 1912.

s

per thousand
and sheets,
pure, at a fixed price, and allow the
mint at SL Petersburg to sell pure
metal in quantities up to 18 pounds
of gold and 36 pounds of sliver per
applicant, to private individuals and
governnu.it offices. A special distributing agency though the medium of
government offices at points conveniently situated throughout the empire
is now being organized.
999

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES

2. Public
interest sumed the position waiting for him
Rome, March
from one end of Italy to the other has at the Vatican.- been excited to an extraordinary de
One of his 'brothers, Don Prospero
gree In the question whether the vir- Colonna, has been major of Rome, the
tually Inestimably valuable art collec- other, Don Fabrizio, is a senator of
tion of the late Prince Maroantonio the kingdom, and although he has
has
the "assistantshlp,"
Colonna, the head of the historic inherited
house, is to be kept intact or sold by passed it on to his son, who tor hli
the four members of the family to. part has never appeared at court and 80UR, GASSY, UPSET
STOMACH REGULATED
whom it has been bequeathed.
has all his interests at the Vatican
The late prince had no sons, but of
If the four owners transport their
shares of the collection to their repec-tlv- his two daughters one married Prince Just a Lltle Dlapepsin Ends indiges
tion in Five Minutes
residences, It is, of course, lost Teano, a radical deputy, and the oth Vatblackest
of
the
er
Prince
Ghlgo,
to all except Intimates of the owners,
The question as to how long you
and that this should happen would be; loan nobility.
are
made
death
has
Colonna's
going to continue a sufferer from
Prince
considered a public calamity.
other
in
than
a
of
more
indigestion,
dyspepsia or
stir
any
Italy
No one who has ever visited the
stomach is merely a metter of how
event in many yeari.
can
the
magniColonna palace
forget
soon you begin taking some Dlapep
ficent hall where the pictures hang,
sin.
and
and which was the seat, unique
St. Petersburg, March 2. A rather
If your stomach is lacking in diges
memorable, of the postal congress. strong indictment of state ownership tive power, why not
help the stomach
It is decorated with painted mirrors as far as Russia is concerned, was to do Its work, not with
drastic drugs
Carand
Florl
by
cuplds
by Mario de'
made recently in the Duma, when the but a
of digestive
lo Muratta. There are several
shortcomings in various branches of agents, such aa are naturally at work
Paul
and Palma Vecchlos,
the Russian state management were in the stomach.
Veroness' "Portrait of a Man," some illustrated in the report of a commit
People with weak stomachs should
Titians, with many lesser, though tee of Inquiry read by Deputy Godneff. take a little Dlapepsin
occasionally
well known, works of art, but tne
The navy headed the list for ruin and there will be no more indigestion
12
most precious and interesting are
ous neglect of the interests of the no feeling like a lump of lead in the
water color landscapes of inestimable treasury as well as those of the ser
stomach, no heartburn, sour risings
value by Poussin.
vice. One flagrant instance of lack gas on stomach or belching of undi
The palace Itself Is one of the most of business method was given. In re gested food, headaches, dizziness or
attractive, hitorically, in Rome. Arch- pairing the ice breaker Yermak in stick stomach, and besides, what you
itecturally, outslle it is plain to
England, one of Its engines, costing eat will not ferment and poison your
but Inside gorgeous in the Jl 00,000 was removed. An onVr to breath with rmtiHeoiin odors All these
extreme. It was left to his brother, buy the discarded engine for $15,000 sympotoms resulting from a sour, out
as the bearer of the name of Colon- was made, but the Russian officers
stomach and dyspepsia are
na, Prince Marcantonio leaving no called that a low price, and shipped generally relieved in five minutes af
sons.
the engine to Reval at a cost of ter taking a little Dlapepsin.
Go to your druggist and get a 50- of the Colonna palace is $4,500. There it lay in the open for
tho I:itory of mediaeval and renais- seven years and was finally sold for cent case of Pane's Diapepsin now,
sance Rome and that U has been SfiOO. Excessive allowances and in- and you will always go to the table
made hereditary, and therefore in- - accurate bookkeeping on voyages of with a hearty appetite, and what you
elienable to the house of Colonna, Russian war vessels abroad were very eat will taste good, because your
should be a cause of rejoicing to those frequent. The committee discovered stomach and intestines will be clean
who love the history of their country. that on the same day In the same port and fresh, and you will know there
After the fall of the Temporal Pow- different vessels purchased coal at are not going to be any more bad
er, in 1870, the Vatican nobles felt prices varying from $5.40 to $9.50 nights and miserable days for you.
They freshen you and make you feel
strongly, and each made some visible per ton.
The
like life is worth living.
mismanshowed
similar
had
army
own
in
It
his
way.
each
protest,
been the habit of the pontiff to oc- - agement. In one case the treasury
caslonally honor his great nobles byjj was the gainer because of the irreg-- a
TELEPHONE INVENTOR IS 65
visit, and in the imposing throne ularity. At the Tchlta stores 568,000
Washington, D. C., Mar. 2. Many
room of the Colonna palace stood a horseshoes were inscribed in the messages of congratulation have been
gold and red brocade chair in which books, while the committee discovered received at the home of Alexander
only his holiness ever sat When the by counting that the actual supply Graham Bell in anticipation of the
The supply of birthday anniversary of the inventor
pontiff became a "prisoner' and his stored was 1,367,000.
visits, ceased, this chair was turned nails to go with them was also more of the telephone. Professor Bell was
toward the wall, and from that day to than double that entered. The usual born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and will
was to find the be sixty-fivyears old tomorrow. He
opt exnejrichowev
ed ; there it stands, and there it will actual stocks far short of the amount made his first experiments with the
telephone while residing in Brant- and until probably, in a dim future, recorded.
of
In
of
the
the
budget
ford, Ont. The invention was placed
ministry
it falls to pieces.
min- on exhibition at the Philadelphia cen
next
after
the
railways,
largest
"black
Prince Lancellotti, another
mon- - tennial exposition and a short time
unhle " de hired unon his word of hoi istry of finance with its spirits
a
mere
aencn
was
later the first practical line was put
ioi.uuu.o
oi
opoiy,
a.
or that hp would UCTCI
f
1908
000
n
in operation
a
between Boston and
the
b"dget
y6ar
the
belonged
while
man theater
city
Bell is one of the
is
Salem.
chronic
Professor
This
deficit
'$260,500,000.
to the House of Savoy. When
to
cost
of con few inventors who has lived to see
the
ascribed
greater
was
"Cavalleria"
first given
over that prevailing on
the fruition of his invention and also
the prince, who loved music passion-- ! atruction
te
other
to
railroads
and
similar
reap the financial benefit of it. For
was horribly tempted to break
causes- On an average the state spent a number of years the inventor has
went
and
would
not,
but
he
his vow,
more per verst (about five made Washington his winter resiinstead all the way to Vienna, heard $10,101.50
He has a summer home and
dence.
it once, and returned. He also per-- I furlongs) than private railroads. The
10 to 15 Per laboratory in Nova Scotia, where he
CT,stin
is
Amur
rallroad
nanently closed half of the great cent more than the estimates. The has conducted experiments with a
the Romans
door of his palace-w- ith
view to perfecting the flying machine.
be000
more
the
that
than
estimates,
it Just in these days because of do
BOSTON AUTOMOBILE SHOW
ing 20 per cent of the entire cost.
mestic festivals.
The state iron works on the Urals
lloston, Mass., Mar. 2. Mechanics'
The Collonna are one of the aris show a similar
record building opens its doors tonight for
unsatisfactory
tocratic families who seem to be torn
with a deficit totaling $5,000,000 for the annual automobile show under
between an ancient loyalty to the the last ten
years. Rep. Godneff re- the auspices of the Boston Automobile
papacy and a stirring of the blood due ferred to the fact that this deficit Dealers' association, with every
to new conditions and fresh points of nonirrAd dAfxnttA tho
of establishing a new record
inpmrtprahin nf
view, wmcu ia.Ke tiieui iuiu luc uijih- - these state works in the combination for attendance and general success.
House.
site camp, that of the Royal
.
of iron works which kept an unatur- The exhibition, which is confined to
The prince just dead showed . this un- ally high level of prices, which it is pleasure cars and accessories, will last
,
,
certainty 10 a very mai k.bu uegree. not the province of the government one week and will be followed later
As a young man he clung to the pope, to
In the month by a show of commercial
encourage.
but aB he grew towards middle age
under the auspices of the Bos
Naphtha-ibearincars
Cauin
landB
the
he thought that to cling to the Vatic-- casus were in
on their pay- ton Commercial Motor Vehicle asso
arrears
an meant to be outside every forward ment of
the land rent to the state. elation.
movement of his country, and he acThe sum now due from them amount
cepted the position of gentleman-in-- '
ed to $12,000,000.
waiting to the then reigning queen,
A particular cause of grievance was
Margherita. In his later years he fell the ineradicable habit of most minis WHAT
SAVED
fceir to the hereditary
position of ters to obtain
under
appropriations
"
tho Punfll
"Aeaict'lnt tt
' etna liend and pynend tht mnnpv fnr
LIFE
threw up his post at court and
other needs, thus depriving the Duma
of a good deal of its effective control
SS
Mrs. Martin Tells About a Painful
on the burget. Sums totaling $33,- Experience that Might Have
r.00,000 were thus transferred
from
Ended Seriously.
one head to another in one year's
budget alone.
Rivesville, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
a letter from Rivesville, writes
ln
May be promoted by those who
"For three years, I suffered with wo
of
of
the
supply
precious
twntlv fiWns trie svstem. now arirl Scarcity
manly troubles, and had pains In my
in ntA of a Uvariv meta,s ln tne goldsmith's and jewel back and side.
tr.n
I was nervous and
whn
""
ers'
has
forced
the
trade
government could not
t
at
nighL
a
sleep
remeay, oy uuung aeseiispooiuui to undertake the retail sale of goM
The doctor could not help me. He
of the ever refreshing, wholesome and silver. This
"gold fam-anaid I would have to be operated on betruly beneficial Syrup of Figs ine" has caused heavy inroads to be fore I could get better. I
thought I
and LJixir of Senna, which IS the made on the specie in circulation. would try using Cardul.
rmlw familv
heavy
Now, I am entirely well.
ofnera v an. Russian law threatens with
coin
reconversion
of
Puni8hraent
,he
I am sure Cardul saved my life.
proved by the most eminent T.phyinto metal by private individuals as w'll never be without Cardul ln my
I
it acts in a natural, well as the
sicians, because
.
clipping of coin or its re home. I recommend it to my friends."
strengthening way and warms and dBCtlon ln weight
For fifty years, Cardul has been reNevertheless,
tones up the internal organs without goldsmiths have recently been
lieving pain and distress caused by wothem. It is equally benefi- - ing coin in large quantities, particu-ficia- l manly trouble. It will surely help yon.
It goes to the spot reaches the
for the very young and the mid- - larly at points distant from the prin-dltrouble relieves the symptoms, and
is
done
This
mints.
government
is
"'p81
it
efficient
and
as
aged,
always
n the taiga," the large drives away the cause.
free from all harmful ingredients. To Pial
If you suffer from any symptoms of
which covers a great
forest
i
marshy
womanly
trouble, take Cardul.
get its beneficid effects it is always prat
in
Rold
slberia Hlthert0
Your druggist sells and recommends
bearthe
to
buy
necessary
genuine,
t oniy at the mints 1L Get a bottle from him today.
bar9
ing the name of the Company
N. B
in gt Petersburg, Moscow and
Write to: Ladln' Advisory Dept.,
a
Medicine Co., Outunook-a-. Tenn., for Special
Fig Syrup Co. plainly sa. To meet the legitimate demands Imtrurtions,
and
took, "Home Treatmca'
In
printed on the front of every package, of the trade, the ministry of finance for Women," tent plain wrapper, to reguut.
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SEEN THE NEW

YOU

STYLES

SPUING
IN

W0MEN5 WEARING APPAREL

have surpassed all previous
efforts. The new Seasons Styles are more than ordinarily attractive. New color,
combinations show better harmony-trimming- s
are more beautiful and qualities
This Season the designers and manufacturers

better for the money.

e

Never have we shown a larger or better variety of exceptionally pretty styles
We would be glad to show them to YOU.

NEW

NEW
SUITS,
NEW WAISTS

NEW SILKS

SKIRTS,
NEW

NEW WASH GOODS

all at unprecedented low prices.
wish to buy or not.

DRESSES

NEW
MILLINERY

NEW FANCY GOODS

Come in and see the new styles whether you

hide-ousnrs-
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Ma.-naeni'- s
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-
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.
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Choir Loft
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Raheyrolle

jaator.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mae?
a 10 a. m. Sunday school ln Englls,
uid Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish v.
.sO p. m. Rosary and benedlctlcr
t the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p
a.
Cathechlam tor English speaklu-hiidren on Tuesday 4 p. in., and
aturday 10 a. in.; for Spanish speai
ng children on Thursday 4 p. m., ano
m Saturday at 9 a. m.
.

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
mass 8:3b
lay excepted. Second
sermon in English, hymns rendered

the children under the direction
the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanisii
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At
3enedictlon of the Blessed Sacra
ment. At the New Mexico Hospita
or the Insane mass every fourtl
Sunday by the pastor.
ay
f

FIRST
METHODI8T EPISCOPAL
CHURCH Cor. Eighth street and Na
ional avenue, a. C. Anderson, pastor
Sunday schoy at 9:45. Preaching
o'clock. Epworth League at 6:30;
evening preaching service at 7:30.
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
ill who have no other place of wo
hip to attend divine services at thl
hurch.

j

1

j
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;

;
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A HEALTHY,

HAPPY OLD AGE

11'

j

g

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig-gin- .
Pastor.
Foreign Missionary rally day. 10
a. m. Bible School; 11 a. m., missionary sermon by the pastor; 2:30 p. m.,
Junior Christian Endeavor Society
meets with Mrs. Oscar Limberg, 909
Gal Unas street;
6:30 p. m., Senior
Christian Endeavor society, topic,
"Patience," II Thess. 3:1-5- .
7:30 p. m., Missionary program;
Opening Hymn; Invocation. Address
by Secretary Marwick of the Y. M. A.
C, "The Y. M. C. A. In Foreign
Fields"; Recitation, by Miss Dorothy
Carroon; Address by Mrs. D. L. Bat- chelor, on "India"; Violin solo, by
Miss Harper; Address, by Mr. Earl
Showalter, on "Africa"; Hyfnn; Reci
tation, by Miss Willey; Address, by
D. Ij. Batchelor on "China"; Recita- tation, by Miss Ethel Harper; Address
by the chairman, on "The Work of
the American Christian Missionary
Society During 1911"; Hymn. 7:30
Wednesday prayer meeting and workers' conference, meets at 906 Third
street.
A very hearty invitation is given to
all strangers and friends.

e

a

Ourttt-nooe-

ST. PAUL'8 MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
Avenue.
Second Sunday In Ivent, March 3.
Holy Communion,
7:30;
Sunday
school 9:45; morning prayer and sermon 11:00. Lenten services daily, ex
cept Mondays, 4:15.

nirT--m-

i

BAPTI8T CHURCH. Corner Main
OVERTAXED.
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
f?reen, Pastor.
Hunoieds of East Las Veqas Readers
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:80 p.
Know What It Means.
an. Sunday School at 9; 46 a. m.
A.
M. Young
The kidneys are overtaxed;
People's meeting at 6:30 p.
tn. The public Is invited.
Have too much to do.
They tell about it in many aches
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-1S- and pains
CHURCH C. McReynolda, pas
Backache, weariness, headache.
tor. Regular services in the Chris
Enrly symptoms of kidney ills.
don church, corner of Main and
Unitary troubles, Bright's disease
Eighth street. Sabbath school at 2 follow.
An East Las Vegas citizen tells
p. m., every
Sabbath
(Saturday)
preaching at 3 p. m. All who are In- hero a reliable remedy for kidney
terested in Bible study are cordially
Alfrec' Underwood, 806
National
Invited to attend.
St Eatt Las Vegas, N. Mex., says:
FIR8T PRE8BYTERIAN CHURCH. "I have previously recommended
Rev. Norman SWnner. pastor. Douglat Doan's Kidney Pills through the local papers and I have vouched for
viue and Tenth street
merit whenever questioned ln
their
Morning worship and sermon at 11
to my statement. T obtained
regard
Bible
o'clock;
study and Sunday Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
school session at 9:45 a. m.: Young
Block Pharmacy and they brought
People's society at 6:30 p. m.
ine relief from backache and other
The church extends a most hearty
symptoms of kidney complaint. Since
Invitation to all people. Strangers and then I have taken this remedy off and
sojourners in the city are especially on whenever I have had need of it
welcomed.
and it has done good work. If my
Simple memorial services for the kidneys do not act properly or if my
late Frederick Harris Pierce will be back aches, I can depend upon
held tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock Doan's Kidney Pills to immediately
in the First Presbyterian church with drive away the trouble."
which he has been actively identified
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
for the past 23 years.
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE SOCIETY. United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Regular services every Sunday morn
:g at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even take no other.
n

BfE

at.

8

o'clock

in O. R. C. hall

TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
avenue and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
rabbi.
Services and sermon every Frlda
night at 8 o'clock. Services for chll
dren and Sabbath school every Satur
day morning at 10 o'clock.
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SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
Our famous brand of Sherwood Rye
whiskey, properly aged and carefully
kept, fills the exact demand of the one
who wishes a supply in the family
sideboard. Your telephone order will
be filled promptly and satisfaction
guaranteed. A full line of finest California wines are also dtrecisd to your
attention. The Opera ear, Charles T.
Farley, proprietor. Telephone Main
110.

You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you

use Chamberlain's
Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all druggists.
LENGTHEN YOUR LIFE
By sending your washing: to the Las
Vegas Steam Laundry. We have one
of the best establishments
ln the
southwest. Our macmnery is new.
Our plant Is modern and sanitary.
Our service is careful and prompt and
our oldest customers are our most
loyal ones. Handy location on Douglas avenue. The wagon will call.
GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
your place of business you will have
done something for yourself as well
as your elty, tor an electric sign is the
modern great white way of advertising. Keeps your name constantly before the eyes of the purchasing public and helps to make Las Vegas look
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas
Light and Power company.

GOOD SHOW COMING

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Messers Duncan and Browne, managers of the Duncan opera house, have
completed arrangements for the production here on March 27 of "Madame
Sherry." This pretty comic opera Is
sure to draw a large audience, as it Is
filled with catchy music and Is staged
by a good cast. Play going folk will
receive the announcement of its coming with genuine pleasure.

BROMO Quinine
fake LAXATIVE
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
It fallB to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S signature Is on eaeu box. 25c.

IN NEW YORK CITY
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
Broadway and Fifty fourth street,
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
near Central Park, an ideal location.
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues
In the retail shopping and theater
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
elevated
district, with the subway,
and surface oars at hand. A handPreaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
You judge a man not by what he
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
some, modern, beautifully furnished
promises to do, but by what he has
B. Y. P. U 3 p. m. All are welcome done.
That is the only true test. hotel with one of the best restauto attend these services.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy judged rants in the city, but moderate in
by this standard has no superior. Peo- prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 per
of It in the
GERMAN LUTHERAN
SERVICE. ple everwhere speak For sale high
day up. Send for booklet Harry P.
est terms of praise.
by all i
A German service will be held tomanager.
Stlmson,
druggists.
morrow evening, February 25, at 7:30
o'clock .in the Presbyterian church on
Douglas avenue. Rev. P. Kretsohmar
of Optimo, N. M., will preach a Lenten sermon on the theme "Jesus in
Gethsemane."
OUR LIVERY 8ERVICE
Is right up to snuff in all wiather.
Night calls are given prompt attention and the best service ia provided.
Good horses kept in a clean stable
and good rigs may be obtained at any
time from us. Call-u- p Main 15 and we
will do the rest m. L-- Cooley.
WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that u.
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
up the Coors Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled without delay.

$18.30
--TO-

EL
and

PASO
FErruFi:re

ACCOUNT PANHANDLE STOCKMEN'S

CONVENTION

Tickets on Sale March 3, 4
GOOD FOR RETURN

UNTIL

&

MARCH

D. L. BATCHELOR,
Wnsi'gTfifiCLfi'fflMBr

EH

5th.
11th.

Agent.
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I Pulling Off I
I
I
A Job

d that there was no possible
for the wretches. He had an
other constable to assist in the arrest,
and if there waa any resistance some
one would

be killed.

to

He hoped

make the arrests before nine o'clock,
but might not find time to return and
give the particulars before next morn-

OLD

HOMES ARE MING FAST

"Before the War" Mansions of the
South, With Their Romance,

Are Disappearing.

A

MARCH 2, 1912.
.

COUNTESS WHO SUFFERED

23

BELIEVES IN

:

YEARS

The

NEW. FORECAST FOR
THE COMING WEEK.

Lax-Fo-

s

Way.

The grand old "before the war"
COflttant Sufferer From ClirOn
Washington, D. C. Mar. 2. Presi
ing.
homes, steeped in romance and dear
dent Taft among the numerous ento Catarrh Relieved by
fore- to the heart of the children of the old
It
was
11 o'clock Thursday
iiiii
Capirclet- -. mi. br
Uuwi Frtml noon when the constable drove up south, are fast going. Set in a grove
tries In the presidential race promise.
If you had a medicine that would
Peruna.
In front of the Bennett house, with again. With him there waa a young of oaks, the big house with its tmpos-to be most in the public eye during
Mrs. J. H.
Miss Nellie Bennett looking out of man. the same who had been upset lng columns, ample verandas and its
the
the week owing to his western trip. strengthen the liver, the Btom-.c- n,
Bourland, San
REMARKABLE
one of the parlor windows on the In the snow. The constable did not air of hospitality and cheer, soon will LADY WARWICK,
The president is going to Chicago to kidneys and the bowels, and at the
Saba,
Texas,
ENGLISH
highway ,the horse and ccutter being seem to be In bounding spirits, and be no more. Some of these old manWOMAN, TO VISIT
writes:
speak Saturday night at a meeting to same rime make you strong with a
driven by a stranger met with dis- the young man hung back a little, sions have fallen into wreck and
THE
twenty-tUNITED STATE8
"For
bo held under the auspices of the systemic tonic, don't you
have
aster. The
been burned.
runner of the though there waa a grin on his face
ruin; hundreds
believe you
hree
yean
Illinois Swedish-Americacuttes struck an Icy lump and was
Republican would soon be well?
"Ladles, both." said the officer, The surviving ones are rellea of an
conwas
I
a
lifted up until the cutter was upeet. when the house had been entered, age that is past.
league in celebration of the
stant sufferer
That's "The Lax-Fo- s
The driver waa pitched out Into the 'this young gent is Mr. Joe Gale. I
For several years there has been a
Way."
anniversary of the battle befrom chronic
snow, but hung to the lines and mi sorry to say that I can't arrest movement in the south for smaller
We ask you to buy the first botUe
tween
John
Monitor
Ericsson's
and
What
Has
Been
Said
of
the
I
catarrh.
had
stopped the horse after being dragged blm for murder, because he didn't kill farms. This movement has been conthe Confederate ram Merrlmac. On on the money-bacCountess of Warwick:
a severe mis- - I
plan, and you will
a couple of rods.
old Shep.
And it means
He never meant to kill stantly accelerated.
his way to Chicago the president will ask your druggist to sell
The most beautiful woman
ery and burnMiss Nellie neither screamed nor blm.
He stands here an Innocent much for the welfare of this section.
you the secmm.,
in England.
ing in the top
top In Toledo where it is announced ond.
fainted away. She saw the man get young man Just as innocent as as The old plantations were manageable
of my head.
he will make a speech that will be
up, right the cutter and drive away, that fireplace over there."
only when labor could be relied upon
The best dressed woman
It keeps your whole tnsides. right
There was al- - f
and that was all there was to it for
and when one person was willing to
Joe Gale blushed and bowed and
an answer to Mr. Roosevelt's recent
in England.
most a con- the moment.
Her eye caught some- - felt his position an embarrassing one, pass hit life in the employment of
at
Columbus.
There Is nothing else made like
speech
The
most
woInteresting
tinual drop- thing fluttering after he had dlsap- - while mother and daughter looked at another.
In
of
man
Several
the
states
are
southern
mucua
England.
The south is becoming more utiliping of
peared, and she walked out and the constable In wonder,
to receive attention from Harmon and
The most active woman in
Into my throat,
"Yes, ladles all," continued the con-la- tarian. Descendants of those caval-- '
picked up a handkerchief. Close to it
Kemember the name LAX-FOa letter. These things had been stable, "he did get a letter from the lers who charged with Rupert and
caused
which
Wilson, the rival aspirants for the
England.
front
to
in
it
tottheir
lose
melted
the
did
handand
he
plate
support
demoncratic presidential nomination.
postofflce,
dragged from his pockets. The
frequent
The most versatile woman
to ration.
kerchief gave her no clue to the of this house. That letter spoke of a tering throne of an unworthy Stuart
In England.
Governor Wilson has accepted an intown ror a week or ton days, owing
man's identity, but the superscription bloody affair to come off last night have scanned their lessons well. Life
My entire sysvitation to address the Maryland legThe most strenuous social
on the envelope was in a business Miss Nelly, who found it and gave is activity, hurry and turmoil. It
to the fact that the first week of
tem gradually
Govwhile
islature
In
leader
Thursday evening,
England.
ln-- v
band and read:
Justice her first clue Is entitled to still would be an elyslan existence
became
ernor Harmon is expected to speak the tournament will be given over
The most maligned woman
"Mr. Joseph Gale, Ferndale."
and shall receive all due credit. If forever to loiter In the shade and yell
o 1 v e d, and
see
will
I
before both the Maryland and Vir- entirely to the Chicago bowlers. Bein England.
to Pompey for. another Julep but it
Ferndale was a country postofflce she has a photo to spare,
my condition
H Bourland
Mpfc
ginning a week from today the visIs no longer practicable.
a mile away.
law makers during the week.
worse.
The letter was post- that It is published in the papers."
The most Indepenedent woI
ginia
grew
iting teams and individual bowlers
This month will see two of the fine
"But is Mr. Gale under arrestr
marked from the city, and had Just
an
had
incessant cough and frequent
man in England.
State conventions to choose dele- will
have their innings. The hottest
eld plantation homes of Barbour
been received. As the Bennetts, asked the puzzled girl.
of
it
bilious
from
which
attacks
colic,
The most ardent socialist In
gates to the republican national con- kind of
mother and daughter and brother
"Being he is as innocent as that county go under the hammer. Hisseemed I could not recover. My bowels
competition Is looked for In
will be held during the week
England.
that fireplace, he can't be, can he?" toric Roseland and the splendid Pugh
Jack, had lately moved Into the
also becanv iffected, causing Alarming vention
all the events, five-wetwo-meand
"Then what is all this about?"
estate alike are to be sold. Some of
attacks of h morrhages. I tried many in Alabama, Indiana and New Mexico. individual.
neighborhood, they had heard of no
St. Louis,
Milwaukee,
"Will you please let me explain?"
Gales. The letter Inclosed was very
Is
these days when the south gets enorremedies, ,,hlch gave only temporary It
regarded as likely that fights
Cincinnati;
Pittsburgh,
Louisville,
asked the young man.
brief. It read:
mously wealthy again the grand old
relief or no relief at all, I at last tried between the Taft
and
supporters
"Some one ought to."
Kansas
times may be revived. Birmingham
"Dear Joe Yours at hand. Will be
Omaha,
reCity, Indianapolis,"
In
Perun
I
was
and
three
days
Roosevelt
2.
March
ror
"
London,
supporters
control
may
Lady Warwick,
"I own a bulldog. I I
down Wednesday evening to belt
(Ala.) News.
the most talked of woman in Eng- lieve'1 f the bowel derangement. After develop in each of these conventions. Buffalo, Denver, Seattle, Los Angeles
"You own a bulldog," repeated Miss
pull off the Job. Will be a bloody
and numerous other large cities of
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ardor. It sent otherwise we will not
Dorman and J. W. Norment this after- would go 011 the bond to take the case
2
No. 8 Las Vegas, upper
to
tribunal.
the
he responsible for loss.
up
higher
No. 1654 was released from noon called on Governor McDonald
Engine
8
9
No.
Pecos
Specimen copies free on application. the roundhouse
on
2
shops yesterday after relative to putting convict labor
No. 10 Chaperlto
Call
for
for
Convention
Hepubllcan
and the roads to Taos, the Cliff Dwe'il'r.gs
3
No. 11 San Geronimo
the State of New Mexlc.
AT having had a general overhauling
LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
and and the Scenic Highway and also as
Hall
Engineer
2
necessary
repairs.
No. 12 Rowe
THE EXPIRATION Of TIME
No. 1C54 on a to having the bureau of iimuUraUoii
took
Fireman
2
13
No.
Stanley
Rociada
uf
to
"Pursuant
the requirements
PAID FOR.
keep its headquarters at the capital.
I
drag west.
the caB made by the republican na- No. 14 Sapello
Bond Filed
2
tional committee on December 12, No. 15 Las Manuelitas
Advertisers are guaranteed the
S. Bland, day roundhouse
Walter
2
G. Krammer of Gallup.
16 Union
No.
John
cona
and
for
1911,
circulation
national
republican
weekly
largest daily
tocounty, yesterday filed a bond vention to be held In the city of Chi- No. 17 San Patricio
of any newspaper In Northwestern clerk, was off duty yesterday and
New Mexico.
day owing to the illness of Mrs. of $10,000 with Superintendent Mvan cago in the state of Illinois, at 12 No. 18 Mishawaka
2
Bland. J. C. McBrlde held down the N. White, as custodian of the school o'clock) non on Ttuesday, June 18, No. 19 McKinley
2
job in the office during Bland's ab- fund for McKInley county.
SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1912.
1912, for the purpose ot nominating No. 20 San Juan
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
3
No. 21 Casa Coloraim
sence. McBrlde will have the posicandidates for president and
Looking for Headquarters
show you.
2
tion as call boy beginning with next
to be voted for at the presi- No 22 Sabinoso
U. S. Marshal Charles H. Foraker
4
No. 23 San Jose
week.
on
Novemdential
election
suitTuesday,
has been in the city looking up
2
No. 24 La jjendre
Machine Shop
Las Vegas Automobile
able quarters for the federal court. ber, 5, 1912, and for the transaction
2
Engine No. 903 on a westbound The court room in the federal building 'f such other business as may come No. 25 Pena Blanca
2
re, it the republican cenfal om-n- No. 26 Los Alamos
freight into Las Vegas blew a cyln- - is occupied by the 1). S. land office.
2
No. 27 San Pablo
f the state of New Mexico
der head yesterday morning when The need of a federal building in SanWm. Whalen, Prop,
Phjne Alain 344.
2
Santa Fe on this 25th day No. 28 Chavez
pulling into the north end of the to Fe Is very apparent.
11
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the No. 29 East Las Vegas
yards. It was necessary to pull the
O. L. Owen Qualifies
2
of a convention of the re No. 30 Canyon de Menuelltas
train in as it was on the main line
holding
O. L. Owen of Clovis this morning
2
Yf,
31
No.
Puertecito
and three sections of the California
publican party of the state of New
as a member of the state
2
Mexico, to be held in the city of Santa No. 32 El Pueblo
Limited were a short distance behind qualified
commission, in the place Fe, state of New
Mexico, at 2 o'clock No. 33 Los Viliges
it. For safety flagmen were sent corporation
ft ft ft ft ft
the ousting of G. H. on
vacant
2
left
by
the
of March, No. 34 San Isidro
Friday,
eighth
back to stop the Limited, but the
day
before
3
Van Stone, taking the oath
A. D 1912 for the purpose of select- No. 35 Las Galllnas
track was cleared just as No. 3 hove
of State Antonio Lucero.
THE RAILROADS NOT AL- 2
36 Penasco Blanco
No.
Secretary
and
In sight in the cut. No. 903 was in
ing eight delegates
eight alter
2
WAYS TO BLAME
Another Murder
nates to represent the republican par No. 37 El Cerrito
the shop yesterday but was ready for
2
state of New Mexico In the No. 38 Los Torres
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez ty "
work again" 'today.
2
39
No.
Tecolotlto
san
Rafael, said national convention called to be
left the city last night for
2
No. 40 Bernal
Ser- hied at Chicago on the2 18th
of
In contradiction of the assertion
call
of
the
at
day
utultr Valencia county,
FreparatioTiS .are now well
2
41
No.
in
Largo
Canyon
now
1312.
made
retailW. Collier of Estancia,
June,
continually being
by the
way for the opening of the room for geant J.
2
42
No.
Rqmerovllle
another murder
ors that the high cost ot living is the
The republican central committees
the instruction of the enginemen In Belen. who reports
43
No.
Les
Fuertes
wab
result of freight rates charged for brakes and othpr modern air
of the various counties of the state
Rafael. Policeman Gomez
2
equip at San
No. 44 Ojitos Frios
on re are
transporting necessities of life from ment. This room will be west of the on a robbery case here, but left
by this committee requested and
2 ft
45 Cherryvaie
No.
directed to issue a call for the holdproducer to consumer, the prices. In office for the registration of the en ceiving the orders.
2
No. 46 Emplazado
term of farm products, paid by any
ing of a county convention of the re
Suits Filed.
2
It will be fitted with com
47 Hot Springs
No.
ginemen.
Some habits one should want to break and
in the respective counfarmer for hotel accommodations In
4
charts and air
The estate of Robert H. Iongwell, publican party
instruction
No. 48 Trementina
plete
bad habits are bad to keep.
all
ties upon such notice and date as the)
the city show that the cost of things
room deceased, is the defendant in a
2
This instruction
No. 49 Agua Zarca
of
deem
the
for
are boosted after they leave the fann- equipment.
purpose
expedient
New Mexi may
2
wlil be of great advatage to the men instituted by the state of
No. 50 Guadalupe
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
of $140 electing delegates to the state conveners and the railroads.
2 ft
51 San Ignacio
No.
and it can be used by them be- co yesterday for the collection
good habit anyone can have.
of
on
held
8th
to
the
tion
be
A farmer goes to New York City.
day
uy
2
No- 52
Las Colonlas
and during other spare in taxes which has ot been paiu
tween
1912, as aforesaid, and which
March,
He takes a cab to a good hotel, pay- time. trips
2
53 Encinosa
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
It will keep them up on all the heirs.
the basis of representation shall be No.
ing six bushels of oats for the ride. of the latest air equipment.
The E. W. Manning company yeswill not be recognized unProxies
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
court one delegate for each; one hundred
He Upb the driver 15 cabbages. A
residents of the saim
held
terday filed a suit in the district
less
by
best
vote
or
east
more,
opportunity that he may find and then
for the republican
delivered to
bell boy carries his carpet bag up
precinct from which the delegates
After five days of slack business in to collect $50 for goods Rio
candidate
of
for
follows
state
the
gevernor
up the "lead," will surely get quick
Arrjba
stairs for him, receiving one and one the
ft
due to the snow DiocKaaes H. De Yapp of Shama,
yards,
of New Mexico at the late election have been chosen. The various presuccess.
while
as
a tip,
half bushels of barley
as
in Kansas which tied up all freight county.
held on the 7th day of November. cincts will hold therr primaries
the elevator boy gets two dozen eggs
.not later ft
but
soon
as
convenient
Cleaning up Demlng
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
and passenger traffic, things are again
1911, and one delegate at large from
tor his assistance In getting the farmMounted Policeman X W. Beal re- each county In addition upon which that the second day of March, 1912. ft
and the yard men are pushwill help people to get what they want when
humming
er in his room. It is early morning ed to the limit to handle the run of
arrested four persons at Dem- basis the representation In the state The secretaries of the various pri- &
cently
they want it.
and he goes down to breakfast. He
trains from the north and south. An lng in a campaign to lean up the convention of the republican party of maries are requested to notify the ft
relievIs
has a good breakfast and
extra switch engine was on the job town. F. F. Daniels, a reputed bad the state of New Mexico to be held chairman of this committee of the
Telephone your Want Ads. to ThejOptic.
ed of a half ton of hay for it Tipa gun, . on March 8, 1912,
of their meeting and the names ft
date
ibanglng box cars yesterday and will man, was jailed for toting
from
the several
of the delegates chosen, Immediately
ping the waiter the equivalent of two likely continue in commission for sev F. Stephens was "found guilty of be- counties of the state shall be as
FranK
bushels of potatoes he awaits lunch eral
after holding their primaries.
a
row,
and
and
drunk
Both
pas
the
raising
freight
ing
days.
eon.
were Bernalillo
SECUNDINO ROMERO,
X9
senger travel is heavy. The freight Reed1 and a man named Chaves
Chairman.
It costs him one sheep for his noon trains loaded with coal coming in mixing things on the street when the Chavez
ft
F. O. BLOOD,
meal and ono and one half bushels of from the north and bound for points husky policeman placed both of them Colfax
.
ft
costs
carrots go to the waiter. Dinner
Secretary.
4.
in southern New Mexico are ninning into Hie cooler.
Curry
of
a
and
of
bushels
four
tip
him
rye
at close Intervals and train crews are New Mexico Supreme Court Sustained Dona Ana
1
a bushel of onions. He ellps two and going the limit now to keep up with
In case No. 1045 from the Territory Eddy
&
nne half boxes of lemons over the the traffic. Passenger travel to Cali- of Ne W Mexico, the United States Grant
if.
icashier's counter for his room.
11
fornia has been extra heavy for sev- court of appeals in an opinion hand Guadalupe
Now the fanner's tip to the elevator eral days past. Yesterday two sec- erl down by Judge Sanborn, the
Lincoln
8
Victor
supreme court is sustained, Juna
4
boy represents to him, on the aver tions of the California Limited were
dozen
Hen's All Silk
eggs run, and a Raymond Whitcomb spe- the judgment of the district court at MoKlnley
aee 30 cents. Those two
6
Talking Machines
16
represent to the ultimate consumer cial running on the time of a third Santa Fe is affirmed and the federal Mora
Sox
and
5
..,
however, 60 cents or more, at the low- section of the Limited passed through court is to issue a mandate to carry Otero
Per
Pair
acor
me
the
railroads,
lower cuuri Quay
9
est estimate. eYt
here. However, this travel is due our tile judgment
New Records
20
cused of creating this vast difference largely to the blockade in Kansas and within ten days. The case grew out Rio Arriba ....
the
the
in
of
the taking
Roosevelt
between the prices received by
slack will no doubt follow. It is of Irregularities
nroducer and those paid by the con expected that by Monday only one census in 19tMi, aimosr iweive years Sandoval . . ..
We are showing Suits and
Ladies'
Ladies' Hats
San Juan
sumer, received but four cents for section of the Limited will be run ago.
in
of
farm
to
the
Credit
a
Dresses
from
SO
San
Incorporations
dored
Miguel:
any
reonilurlv. which with the De Luxe
Designed
style
transporting them
The Crown Milling company of
Santa Fe
18
..
Kansas or Missouri to New York.
should be able to handle the through
For
Spring
The prices
Goats & Suits
year are
City.
Socorro county, a general mill- Starrs
The farmer in California receives travel westward. Beginning with the
of Socorro
filed
papers
concern
He
lemons.
of
yesterday
23
box
gives
his
$1.60 for
second week in March it is expected ing
ever before.
lower
of
Flejjantly
with the state corpora- Taos
1
14
that the travel from the west to east incorporation
up over two and one half boxes
Now
Out
stock
on
The
railroad
capital
commission.
The
Torrance
room.
tion
10
his
hm for
will begin to pick up and after
Finished
is a pleasure to show
as $50,000, Union
14
Display
which hauled them across the contln that the Chicago Limited will run fn of the company is given
worth $100 Valencia
19
ent to New York City received 81 two sections twice a week. The same divided into 500 shares
Season's New Creations In ail
Two thousand four hunat
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each
so,
par.
yet
for
doing
box
business
cents per
off of the freight
Silk Petticoats
dropping
"Adamant"
the capital
Total
$05
of Goods and you are Cor- 3.75 Skirts - 2.98
Classes
New Yorker at the table next the as is expected in the passenger traffic dred dollars' worth of
folthe
subscribed by
All notices of contest shall be sub
farmer was compelled to pay $18.50 will be noticed in about a week and stock has been
Boy's Suits
5.00 Skirts - - 3.98
Greenwald, Sr., Socor- mitted in writing, setting forth the
dially invited to visit our
for those two and one half boxes of the yards will settle down to nor- lowing: John
M. Dougherty, grounds of contest, which most be
8.00 Skirts . 4.98
100
rail
the
shares;
Harry
ro,
after
lemons. Somewhere
mal conditions.
Socorro, 120 shares; John Greenwald, filed with the secretary of the state
Hoiivermi them in New York
Any Shade
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on
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they
The J. D. Culley company of 521 before the meeting of the state con
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in
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room
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for
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farmer's
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the
cost
the
of incorporation
All county conventions must be held
creased in the city from $4 to $is.&u easy. It handles the best wines and day filed articles
Railroad
commis- not later than the 4th day of March,
$2.10 to liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is with the state corporation
Castaneda
yet the railroads only added
of the concern is a 1M1
corner
on
The
the
sion.
convenient
a
object
in
is
location,
consumer
compel
the amount the
Avenue
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led to pay
is
In
Chairman
stock
placed
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The
best
business.
on
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capital
of
the
always
line
cigars
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does
i
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into 100 shares HERBERT W. CLARK,
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each
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$100
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

The

Three candidates were initiated into
the order and several applications for
membership were acted upon. Following the business meeting an Informal lunch was served by the tyler-cheRalph Gohlke.

Miss Edith Wray returned
yesterday
afternoon from a visit of ten days
l
Entertains
with friends in Trinidad.
Normal Audience
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Johnson left
Though
oy
handicapped
being
this morning on a trip to California obliged to play before a small audiand other Pacific coast states.
ence, Han-Selthe traveling musical
Mrs. Mary L. Smith and daughter, comedian who appeared at the Normal
Mrs. E. E. Carter, who have been in University hall last night In a perLas Vegas several weeks visiting Dr. formance for the benefit of the NorMaurice Danziger will leave this mal athletic association, gave a concert that Tfas highly entertaining and
evening on train No. 2 on a slv
business trip to St. Louis and Chi lived up to his reputation of being
cago.
a whole show. Han-Selduring the
Dave Goldbaijgh left this afternoon course of the evening's entertainment,
for his home in San Francisco. Mr. pulled off stunts of all varieties and
Coldbaugh has been In Las Vsg.is won the hearty approval of hiB "small,
several days the guest of Mr and but enthusiastic audience." He is an
Mrs. Charles Greenclay.
all around musician and to say the
Thomas Ross, after spending the least was far superior to the average
winter in Las Vegas, lert this after vaudeville entertainers seen in Las
noon for his home in Portland, Ore. Vegas. Mr. Han-Seopened the enMrs. Ross remained in Las Vegas with tertainment with a whistling solo,
her daughter, Mrs. A. C. Ilfeld.
witn a piano accompaniment, Which
J. H. Vaughn has resigned as line- he played himself. In the first half
man for the Posta Telegraph com- of his performance he appeared as a
pany. Mr. Vaughn has been in the Maine farmer and told several good
employ of the Postal service for the stories, cracked some rirst class
past fourteen years. Mr. Vaughn's "dafydils," and in addition to whist
successor has not been named.
lins;, sang several comical songs, playA. II. Long left this afternoon
ing his accompaniments on a guitar.
Fe, from which place he w'.ll In the second half he appeared as a
go to Rosa, Rio Arribo county, wh re poung man. In this half of the
he will locate permanently. Mr. Ubag
he amused aits audience witn
has been in Las Vegas several das several sleight of hand tricks and with
visiting his father, Judge E. V. Long. whistling duets and by whistling and
singing at the same time. He conTonita, the infant daughter of Mi cluded the performance with some
and Mrs. T. Vallejos, died this morn- liahtning artistic drawing. Every part
ing at the home of the parents on of the entertainment won the applause
Commerce street. The child was two of the audience.
V 4 $
pears of age. The funeral will be held
l,

l,

1

FANCY LACE

ll

COLLARS
AND

JABOTS

ente--tainm-

LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
HANDBAGS,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.

Hoffman

Oraubarth.

&

tomorrow afternoon.
Frank Day was arrested yesterday
by Officer Terry McGovem on the
charge of drunkenness. He was ary

raigned before Judge D. R.
and
afternoon
pleaded
guilty to the charge. He was sentenced to do five days on the city
chain gang, making six "Days" altogether. Day was the first offender
against, the law in March.
Murray-yesterda-

PHONE MAIN 104
Alunmo

inmpthind

IVfiW.

A SNAP

rooms and bath with three lots:
on corner. In good repair. $1000.00
on. terms of $500 00 cash, balance In
building and loan. It you are In need
of a home, Investigate this one at
INVESTMENT & AGENCY CORPORATION, George A. Fleming. Manager, Phone Main 40.
Siv

6 iV

Han-Sel-

Phone Main o

Epworth League Is
Host to Young People
llie Epworth league of the First
Methodist church was host Thursday
night at a social given in the Y. M.
C. A. parlors to the young people of
Las Vegas. About 175 of the youn-ieset of the Meadow City took advantage of the opportunity for a kooiI
time and the affair was one of the
most successful in the history of Uie
league. A fine program was presented by the members of the socle .
the most interesting of which was a
r

.

enthusiastic lodgw of the Alianza
a
has been organ
ized in Las Vegas and has a goo 1
sized membership. The order is for
the prdvision of fraternal insurance.
The officers of the new1 lodge are:
Ignacio Lopez; president,
Bernabe Flores; vice president, Juan
Silva; secretary, Luciano R. Baca;
Martinez; findi- treasurer, Manuel
cors, Cruz Segura, Jacobo Valerio and
Amador Ulibarri; consierge, O. A.
Vivian Chavez,
Larrazolo;
ugiel,
portero, Procopio Valerio.
An

Hispano-American-

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
verv reasonable investment you can
as
enjoy your sleeping hours as well
the
are
We
selling
a millionaire.
Donular brass beds cheaper than ever
before. We have many styles In the
mat
Owing to another blizzard in Kan
bright and sarin finish, fine
M
J.
and
sas, trains No. 1, No. 7 and No. 9, due
pillows.
tresses, springs
in Las Vegas this afternoon and evenJohnsen & Son
ing, aie reported indefiniteo' late. The
SPRING IS COMING
storm is in the vicinity of Pierceville,
Mrs. Wallls, the milliner, has re- Kans., and these trains are tied up
ceived an advance showing of spring east of there. The California Limstyles In millinery. The designs are ited, however, came through ahead
beautiful and modish. Now is the of the storm and passed through Las
time to have your hats remodeled for Vegas this morning on time. Latest
spring. Mrs Wallis is prepared to reports this afternoon stated that the
do such work quickly and satisfactor- delayed trains could not reach Las
Vegas before It o'clock and probably
ily at her store on Sixth street.
from the west
would be later.
ATTENTION ELKS
are running
on schedule,
jally
Have you had your photograph though No. 10 was two hours late this
made for the new lodge rom? Water afternoon.
man is making sittings and the pictures are proving as good or a little
The
reservation for the
better than the quality usually turned concert advance
of the Southern Ladies Enter
class
photographer
out by that high
tainment company, which will appear
Better arrange for a sitting today
at the Y. M. C- A. hall tonight on the
Waterman, the Plaza.
Santa Fe reading room circuit, gives
assurance that this company will be
ANTS, PENNANTS
Pr
Bail'
jurio store has just received welcomed by a capacity house. This
a new toek of High School and Nor- company of talented musicians Is rec
showing also ommended as one of the best travel
mal pennants. It
in girls' hats ing for the Santa Fe reading rooms
novelties
some pretty
for High School lasies. Pennants and this season and will no doubt warrant
pillows of all the big colleges are the attendance. The seat reservation
for the lecture of Lincoln Wist, schedawaiting your Inspection.
uled for Tuesday night, opened today
for the employes of the Santa1 Fe.
SOUVENIR DISHES.
ftfiss M. M. Thompson, a' her store
ok Sixth street, will sell soiivenir Joseph De Oraftenried of Buchanan,
dfflhes for a limited time at a great in a telephone conversation with a
reduction. There are some beautiful friend in Las Vegas this morning,
pieces in the lot and prospective pur- stated that his stock had not suffered
chasers should come early in order to from the recent storm and that the
take advantage of the sale. Miss report that he had lost any sheep or
was incorrect.
He also says
Thompson always keeps a compMo cattle
of
none
lost their
his
herders
that
curios.
and
cards
of
line
postal
lives in the storm. However, the
source of the rumor that one of his
SOLID LEATHER SHOE8.
in herders had been frozen to death is
little
but
talked
very
much
Very
evidence except In case of high prices. easily traced as Mr. De Graftenried
suc- did find a boy about twelve years of
Yet in spite of the fact we have
of age a short distance from his home,
line
excellent
an
ceeded in getting
is badly frozen. He took the boy to his
that
for
boys
shoes
all leather
money.
house, bat he died soon after. Mr.
great in value for a little
De Graftenried said that two of the
2.
$1.25;
to
13
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00;
chilef Walter Lonp a rancher
herders
$L50. For misses and
2H to
had been lost in the bliz-zarof
Roswell,
dren at same price.
,

charade of months in which oath
month of the year was represented by
the members of the young peonie s
society. Delicious refreshments were
served in the social room of the association. This is the second of a series

d

HEDGCOCK'B.

,

..

Mrs. Burt Kelly will leave this evening for Kaiser, W. Va. Enroute east
Mrs. Kelly will stop off for a short
visit with friends In Kansas. She
will return by the way of Denver.

No meeting of the Thursday After
noon Bridge Whist club was held during the past week. The next meeting
will be held with Mrs. Dan Stern at
her home on Eighth street.
to' 4 p
The Ladies Guild of St. Paul's Mem
of church socials to be given in the
Y. M. C. A. The next entertainment orial Episcopal church held Its regular
will be given by the young people of weekly meeting Tuesday afternoon
the First Presbpterian church on with Mrs. H. 8. Van Petten It her
March 21.
home, 1015 Eighth street.

3

WW
Reception for
the New Rabbi
On Thursday evening the ladies :t
the benevolent society of Congregation Montefiore were hostesees at a
reception and dance at the O. R C.
hall in honor of Dr. Samuel Peiper,
recently elected rabbi of the congre-gatioThe guests numbered about
sixty-fiv- e
and the affair, from start
to finish, was one of the most successful in the history of the society. Dancing followed the reception and everyone joined in for a jolly time. Ralph
Gohlke served a delicious lunch to
the guests late in the evening.

BLOODSTONE

Mrs. E. Van Horn is in
from her home In Lima, O

We Have a Large Assortment
MOUNTED IN

BLOODSTONES,

of
RINGS,

CUFF LINKS, OR SCARF PINS,

That Would Make an Acceptable Birthday Remembrance.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
JEWELER

OPTICIAN.
Las Vegans, N. M.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

ias Vegas

Providing
the climate is to her liking, Mrs. Van
Horn will spend the remainder of the
winter in the Meadow City.

Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WAGONS

WEBER

v

Mrs. Maurice Danzlger entertained
the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Whist

club at the regular weekly meeting
at her home on Eighth street.

EMERSON
McCORMICK

THE BE8T DINNER
Is not complete unless you serve
as a tinishing toucn some of Potter's
VEHICLES
Full Line of
ice cream. In our factory only the
HARNESS
freshest and best materials are used.
They are combined under the most
Miss Mills Hostess
sanitary conditions and are the
acme of the Ice cream manufacturing
to O. M. C. Club
Miss Madeline Mills will entertain business. Ask for Potter's. Made Jn
the members of the O. M. C. club to- Las Vegas.
night at the home of her parents,
Governor and Mrs. William J. Mills,
on Seventh street. This party will be
in celebration of Miss Mills' seventeenth birthday.
Capital Paid in
ffj
V
$100,000.00
No meeting of the Harmony club
was held this week. The next meeting will be held Thursday of the comW a
- WW
Wj W w
F W yF f
g WW ME
ing week with Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock at
is
It
avenua
on
National
her home
l777Y
the custom of the Harmony club to
J. n. CUNNINGHAM, President
0
Vff
PRANK SPRINQER.
which
a
month,
hold but two meetings
generally come every other Thursday.
However there were five Thursdays
in February and it was necessary iO
skip a week.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
m

THE PLAZA

wi

X

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES
SEEDS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

llA

Surplus
$50,000.00
Wm

3o

m

T. HOSKINS, Cathler.

David
Roseawald returned this
morning on the California Limited
from a two months' trip to New Torn
City, Philadelphia and other clues
in the east; where ne has been purchasing spring and summer stock for
the store of E. Rosenwald & Son.

LasVegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Peud on Deposits

Sixty Years

the Standard for purity,
strength and healthfalness.
Made from pure,
grape cream of tartar,
free from alum and
phosphatic

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

acids.

COLONIST RATES

TO

ARIZONA. CALIFORNIA. MEXICO
AND THE NORTHWEST.

On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.
PHOENIX,

LOS ANGELES,

SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO AND INTERMEDIATES.

JM
$25 ff

LIBERAL STOP OVER
PRIVILEGE.

For Further Information Call on or Write

D.L.

11

LAS VBXAS

i- -

5,

March The Month ol The

f,

ness.

CO.

FIVE

On Tuesday night Lai Vegas lodge
No. 408, B. P. O. Elks held an enthusiastic meeting In the O. R. c. hall.

Kd Organ came lu
yesterday afternoon from his home in Watroua.
H. M. Smith, Mrs. Smith's son,
left
this afternoon for Canyon City, Colo.
C. C. Young was in Las
Vegas today from his home in Colmor on busi-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
leaving
prescription
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

DRUG

MARCH 2, 1912.

PERSONALS

Prescriptionist

WINTERS

SATURDAY,

BATCHELOR

AGENT

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only afprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays io Buy Advertised Ooodm

LAS VEGA8 DAILY OPTIC, 8ATURDAY,

MAKING

MONEY

WITH

GAS NEED OF
CONSERVING WATER

Equipment Installed
Now Melting House of British Mint.

In

CONDENSED MILK

DRY

e.

Must
Crops
Used In Droughty Country Mexican Beans Realizes Profit.

Necessity of Storing Moisture In Soil
During Periods of Wet Weather
The Nebraska experiment station
Bulletin No. 114, on storing moisture
In the soli. Is a report of work done
at the experimental station looated at
North Platte. It takes up the necessity of storing water in the soli during periods of wet weather, to be used
during periods of drouth.
The charts show that water is conserved In the soli through cultivation
and that it is necessary to keep the
surface of the soil loose and In a receptive condition to get the water Into
the soli. Almost as much water Is got
First Poet The Nickel Out MagaInto the soil during the early part of
zine didn't publish your poem "The
the Reason where a cultivated crop is Milk of Human
Kindness" in full..
being grown as Is conserved by sumSecond Poet No;
suppose the edmer tillage. This is due to the fact
his readers would preitor
thought
that the surface soil Is kept loose fer It condensed.
enough to hold the water that falls
until It can get down into the soil,
VERY NATURALLY,
and the loose soil on the surface
prevents evaporation. It is also due
to the fact that comparatively few
plants are being grown in a cultivated
Held, and these do not draw very
heavily on the water supply during
the early part of their growth.
In a small grain field more plants
are grown, with the result that the
water is used more rapidly and less
ivater Is got into the soil. In fields
growing alfalfa or brome grass, where
the number of growing plants are
large and the surface of the soil is
smooth and hard, it is seldom that
enough water gets Into the soil to
moisten It below two or three feet
By the method of summer tilling practiced from 40 to BO per cent, of the
season's ratnfsll ha heen stored for
the use of the subsequent crop. On
this type of soil the water In the upShe I wonder who originated the
per kIx feet is available for the crop.
saying, "There is always room at the
VALUE OF PLOWING IN FALL top?"
He Some hotel clerk, I guess.
1

Be Done in Order to Permit
Winter Precipitation to Enter Soils
Easily and Effectively.

Should
HAD LITERARY AGENT

BYRON

Author's Representative Not New
vention for the Torment of
Publishers.

In-

4k

,

Much has been written lately about

literary agents, as if they were a new
Invention of the Evil One for the torment of publishers. But in looking
3ver Byron's letters the following one
hows clearly enough that the first
lohn Murray, who published for Bryon,
had to cope with authors' representatives Just as the third and fourth
John Murrays do today and, by the
way, John Murray IV, who Is an ac- -i
ve and pleasing young man, Is taking
more and more of the burden of his
father's business. Here is Byron's
letter to John Lr
"Can't accept your courteous offer.
These matters must be arranged with
Mr. Douglas Klnnaird. He Is my trus- a man of honor. To him you
.u
, can state all your mercantile reasons,
which you might not like to state to
me personally, such as 'heavy season,'
flat public,' 'don't go off,' lordship
writes too much,' 'won't take aflvlce,'
'declining popularity,' 'deduction for
the trade,' 'make very little,' 'generally
lose by him,' 'pirated edition,' 'forelgni
edition,' 'severe criticisms,' etc., with
other hints an$ howls for an oration,
which I leave Douglas, who is an orator, to answer.
"23d August, 1821."
Apparently the song of the publisher to the author was exactly the same
almost a century ago as it is

iS.

Very Ancient Sword.
d
"Some of the Arabs have
swords," says
Montague, late with the Turks in
Tripoli, "left behind by the crusaders." But one never can be certain
of anything In this world. After one
of the British campaigns in Egypt an
oflicer brought back as trophy such a
formidable weapon, which he hastened to submit to the late Mr. Jack
Latham, head of the Wilkinson Sword
company, in Pall Mall, saying that,
in his opinion, the thing belonged to
the first half of the eleventh century.
"No," said Mr. Jack, with a smile,
after a slight scrutiny of the blade,
"It belongs to the second half of the
nineteenth century. There's our trademark In the corner of the hilt"

r

It Is generally conceded that in order to permit the winter precipitation
to enter the soils easily and effectively,
the soil should be plowed In the fall
and left in a rough state throughout
the winter. To prevent a loss of this
storage moisture, when the warm sunshine of spring and summer appears,
the fall plowed soil should be harrowed In early spring, and by means of repeated harrowlngs a dry earth mulch
should bu kept on the surface. On
the overwhelming majority of western
soils the only right time for plowing
On an equally large
is In the fall.
proportion of western soils the best
method of preventing evaporation from
soils is deep and thorough cultivation.
The soil of the farm on which the
experiments reported in this bulletin
were conducted was tilled In the best
possible manner. The top soil was
enloose and permitted the ready
trance of water. The field was usually plowed In the fall. During two seasons only it was possible to secure
comparative data dealing with fall
versus spring plowing. While the difference in both seasons was small. In
both caseB it was In favor of the

FARMING NOTHING NEW

Drought-Resista-

to Use During Drouth.

Pour tone of gold will on an aw-age.b- e
melted down each working day
In the wonderful new melting house
now being completed for service next
year at the royal mint, near the Tower of London.
The new melting house will be the
most complete in the world.
It is
much larger than the existing one,
and is to contain ten furnaces, all
heated by gas. The present melting
house has only four such furnaces.
Gas furnaces alone are now used at
the royal mint for the melting down
of precious metal, coke furnaces having been finally banished in March
last. No less an amount than
worth of gold has been melted
down by gas since the special furnaces
were Introduced.
Many experiments were carried out
before gas was accepted as the best
medium for the melting. In connection with the tests Mr. Rlgg, the superintendent of the operative department,
paid a number of visits to factories
In London and the country and made
a tour in Canada and the United
States with the object of obtaining
evidence as to the value of gas as a
fuel. At length a special type of furnace was designed by officials at the
mint, and a gas burner made by Mr. S.
N. Brayshow, of Manchester, was
adopted.
Ordinary gas Is taken from the
street main for the melting and mixed
with air from a powerful blowing
It Is found that by the use of
gas the crucibles for the gold last longer than they did when coke was employed, each crucible enduring eighteen heatings under gas as against
twelve under coke. In addition, the
cost is less, having been reduced from
7d. to Ed. for each hundred weight of
t;old melted. London Mail.

MARCH 2, 1812.
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WANT

the arid region than before.
The climate has not changed and is
not changing. Only a change in methods will record success with present
efforts over thoBe that have gone before, and drought-resistan- t
crops must
be used In a droughty country. Of
these railo, kafflr, sorghum, millet,
stock melons, alfalfa in rows and Mexican beans are among the best, and
the
realize good Immediate
cash returns.
One of the most Important points is
to secure enough moisture In the soil
before planting, at any rate, for some
part of the crop, which Is best done
by fallowing and clean tillage before
and after planting. With fifty per
cent, of the precipitation stored In the
soil and the use of drought-resistincrops which can withstand a dry period, a foundation has been laid for
success.
There is plenty of work to do, and
it must be done thoroughly, not by
those people who flippantly regard
farming and usually slip out as soon
as things go wrong. Whether or not
to engage In dry farming Is a most
serious question, and must be largely
determined by the price of the land
and other conditions.
The ease with which a dust mulch
can be secured and yet not be of such
light character as to blow away, is
Important as well as precipitation and
capacity of the soli.
Theoretically, clays hold most mols
ture; in practice, loams will produce
better crops because they do not so
easily become parched on top and
lose moisture by evaporation. There
are some so enthusiastic about dry
farming that they would not Irrigate
if they could, but these are exceptions
and more and more Is being done to
retain the rainfall in reservoirs and
get a supply from deeper levels by
last-name- d

pumping.

GOODS

SOCIETY

AND

LODGE
A.

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less
space than two
lines. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advance preferred.

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

N. O. Herman, W.
Secretary.

To
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soil.
Some workers In this field have
noted the small Increase in the percentage of soil moisture to certain
depths resulting from fall plowing,
and have hastily concluded that fall
plowing has little value In conserving
the natural precipitation. In view of
the law of the approximate constancy
of the soli moisture In the spring such
views may be revised. Fall plowing

undoubtedly conserves the winter
precipitation. Utah Bulletin No. 104.

let-

Wanted

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

20B
SB

lb. te
Ika. to

Less Than

Eaoh Delivery
Each Delivery
lbs Each Delivery

1,00
200
SB

lbs

I

be

Dentist
,
Crockett Building. Has phone
at office and residence.

TRUSTWORTHY MEN or women
High-clas- s
responsible manufacturer.
ATTORNEYS
merchandise and clean selling
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
methods. $12.00 per week guaranGrand avenue.
HUNKER A HUNKER
teed on easy conditions, with posGeo. H. Hunker
Cheater A. Hunker
of
$30.00
sibility
and advance. Ex- EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
at Law.
1,
Attorneys
perience not necessary.
ManufacOF
PYTHIAS Meets Las Vegas,
New Mexlee,
KJMGHT8
Box
turer,
278, Philadelphia.
eveevery
Monday

WANTED

American girl for waitress. Experienced. Apply Optic of
Hoe.

ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
Invited.
cordially
IChas.

E.

Liebeoh--

PHYSICIANS
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases,
but
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
506 K Grand Avenue. s
Office:

Residence:

705

Sixth Street

LOCAL TIME CARD
EA8T BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

2
4

8
10

9:10
11:05
1:16
1:45

p. m.
p m
a. m
p. m.

9:15 p. n
11:10 p. nv
1:25 a,
2:10 p.

feed Is making
butter fat this winter.
Liberal feeding means to feed all
the cows can eat and use to advanthlgh-jrice-

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

1
3
7
9

1:20 p. m...
6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

We per IBB

Itoe.

tfts per 10S the.
BBs par IBB Ika.
40c per 100 lbs.
BOe par 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Listing Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

-

1

1

-

1:45 p. at

6:16 p.
4:50 p.
7:00 p.

m.

n
to

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound gav? her so much relief
that she continued using it until she
was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
case of kidney or bladder trouble not
No
beyond the reach of medicine.
medicine can do more. O. O. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.

d

Jill My face is my fortune.
He is in no wise a public benefactor
Jack Then no one can ever say I who keep two cows to do the work of
married you for your money.
Dne.
Joax Our tnermometer cropped 60
For warts on teats, rub in some castor oil once a day. It Is a pretty Bure degrees this morning?
Hoax Put it on Ice?
cure.
Joax No; my wife broke the bulb.
Is
in
beef
up
away
price,
Although
for
cow
more
still sells
i good milk
than a corn fed steer.
Nuts That Give Light.
Dairy cattle present a flattering Held
Seeds of two very remarkable trees
ror the man who is prepared to give
have recently come to the government
tils full attention to that Industry.
If you would have the bank account plant bureau through the hands of our
balance in your favor, be sure to feed agricultural explorers. Both of them
might be called light bearers, though
the dairy cows a balanced ration.
In ways somewhat different.
of
the
at
temperature
Guessing
One of them is the "pill" nut tree,
:ream In winter Is a hit or miss bust
aess. A thermometer soon earns its which grows In the southern part of
the Island of Luzon, and nowhere else
way.
P
-I
!
An overhead wire for hanging the In the Philippines. It Is quite a large
aaaaKUal
INRAP&VS
lantern at milking time keep it In a tree, and its seed Is described as exTHSVDEPICT
safe place. Slide it along from place traordinarily rich in flavor. AH the
L t
BbbbbbM
Americans in the Philippines think it
to place.
BBBBBBBl
Uilf.
When pumpkins are fed to cows it the finest nut grown. When the nuts
TIC TRUjST.
are roasted, If a lighted match be
Is always safest to take out tn
1
saBBkar
aeed mass first, writes one of our farm touched to one of them, It will "bum
like a lamn" so rich Is It In oil.
dairymen.

a.
ID-

WEST BOUND
No.
No.
No.
No.

Pure Ice

High-price-

WILL DOLL BUILDING

be. or More, Eae Delivery
be. to tOOB ate Bach Delivery

4,

PHONE MAIN 227

RETAIL PRICES
I

building.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Ru tied go
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,

Lln-aol-

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing

I

In O. R. C. hall. Pioneas
Visiting members are oar
dlally invited. W. R Tipton, G. TL:
E. P. Mackrl, F. S

Thursday

Z

ANT Ads
Are Best

age.

iXX
1.08S

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
. NO.
804. Meets second and fourta

conclave second Tues-JpBaday In each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme. Re MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in Che forest of brotherly
coixler.
WorlB
love at Woodmen of the
on the second and fourth Frihall,
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH
M18ON8 Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Viewtion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially Invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
A.
P.
B.
Williams,
P.;
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.

ajk4akuiar

(In 1864).

TAILOR FOR MEN

603 LINCOLN

D. R. Murray,

am
P. O. ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of eae
Vial thai
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Oae
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

Crystal Ice 0o

CHAS. LEWIS
Everything Made at Home.

;

B

For Rent

i

The Fair Visitor What a lot of
Baltimore a Convention City.
ters. Billets doux?
The Artist No; billies overdue.
Down to the civil war period, Baltimore was a favorite place for national
conventions.
Candidates for presiWHAT DID HE MEAN?
dent nominated
all
there
by
inparties,
beginning with 1832,
clude Andrew Jackson, Henry Clay,
Martin Van Buren, James K. Polk,
John Tyler, Zachary Taylor, Lewis
Cass, Franklin Pierce, General Scott,
Stephen A. Douglas, John C. Breckinn
ridge, John Bell and Abraham

&

even
There is a great deal of run-ofnler. Chancellor
Experienced sewing girl.
In arid countries; indeed, some of WANTED
Commander. Harry
Also
one for housework. Mrs. Dathem have become arid which were
Martin, Keeper of
vis, 414 Columbia
formerly fertile through erosion which
Records and Seal.
no
humus
the
surface, leaving
gullied
whole
in the soil. In South Africa
WANTED
To buy, yearling or
districts have been regrassed by stopsteers.
P. J. Wesner.
ping the gullies that had been formed
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
where torrential rains gullied out the
102 Meeta every Monday night at
trails.
game, cattle and wagon
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
s o'clock.
Visiting members are
BENEFITS OF DEEP PLOWING FOR RENT Two furnished rooms,
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
518 Columbia avenue.
6t president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
Moisture Content Is Increased and
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
FOR RENT One of the best residenLeas Readily Lost Also Holds
Heavy Rains In 8ummer.
ces In old town. One block to Plaza,
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
high healthy rooms, warm In winter, J.
Root area is increased in deeply
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first
Innice
In
cool
summer.
and
The
plowed land. Plowing must be more
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
vestment
and
It
Corporation.
In
Agency
before
than eight inches
depth
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Twelve
can be considered as deep.
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
5
room house on hill,
inches should gradually be attained FOR RENT
Isaac Appel,
Invited
oordicHy
for best crop results on good soils.
electric lights, good location, rent
SecCharles
with
the
combined
Oreenclay,
President;
Deep plowing,
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or Westretary.
,
growth of deep rooted grasses, clovers
ern
Union
Telegraph company.
and other plants actually creates a
deeper soil for plant life.
Both chemical action and bacterial FOR RENT 2 room furnished house. RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
921 Lincoln avenue.
Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood
life are Increased. Plants are dependent on both these actions for available
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
The
fertility which they can use.
Flint, chief of records and collector
moisture content Is increased and less
of wampum.
Visiting brother
to
the
the
lost
depth
greater
readily
v
welcome.
50
FOR
SALE
also
hens,
from
whence
laying
is
stored and
large
which it
30
It can return by capillarity for plant
friers. Mrs. Robert Rainey,
use. Plant soup Is more plentiful.
Phone Main 292.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Deep plowing holds heavy summer
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
rains and prevents washing. Soil Is FOR SALE Buff
Rock
Plymouth
a living thing and needs both aid and
their
ha.'!, on Sixth street. All visit
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
moisture, and can be killed by saturabrethren cordially invited to ating
M.
StevE.
1.
Mrs.
till
filled
July
tion of stagnant waters, therefore
tend. J . L. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
drainage aids the effects of deep
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
of
plowing and deep plowing that
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
drainage. Joe Wing says: "The low- FOR SALE Choice setting Plymouth
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
C.
er depths of the soli often have In
Rock and White Wyandotte eggs.
them much mineral wealth and little
1030 Fifth street Oscar E. Bnrch.
nitrogen. Turn them up, mix them
with humus, which carries bacteria
NO WONDER IT DROPPED
and it will enrich them."
Double your capital then, farmers,
by deepening your soil.

ilk

BILLS! BILLS!

NO. 2, A. F.

LAS VEGA 8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg

f,

n

M.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

M.

HANDLED

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth-ar- e
cordially invited

COLUMN!

g

g

BEST

CHAPMAN

RATES

CAfE

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBK

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

Dry farming movements are not
new. There have been previous floods
of settlement
which have receded,
merely leaving a few people more in

water-holdin-

THE

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out theipeople to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing: is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

of those who

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers of all
possible sorts of things, they have. come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAS VEGA8

r

.
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MARCH 2, 1912.

SEVEN

mam

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED

BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED

OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. i$r i$r

The

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
lways be Obtained of The Optic.

A-

Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial

Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

V X.

--

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIN 2.

EIGHT

L

ko wmlt
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Extra Fancy

I

WE COULDN'T

IF WE WOULD,
mm
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NEITHER

WOULD

if wf r nn i

n

j
Sell

WE

n

you inferior Goods.
"Pure things to eat" Our Motto
We h&ve fust received a New Shipment
of Swifts Premium HAMS and BACON"

J.

H. STEARNS
GROCER

ANTICIPATE

We are assembling a

large car in Chicago and by having same come in this
car you can save
ONE-THIR-

D

COMPLETE

JUST ARRIVED
Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here

CAFE
ritPNER

AND BARNES WILL GIVE
PATRONS A CHANCE TO DISPLAY INGENUITY

un-kid-

C. JOHNSEN & SON

We Can Show You Any Size or Width in all The New

REGAL MODELS
InButton and Bals, of Boih Black and Tan.
We are Sole Agents in Las Vegas for This Make of Shoes
And Wish to Call Your Attention to The Fact That You Can
Buy

a Pair of

REGAL SHOES of

us at the Same Price You

PayiFor Them at TheRegal Shoe Stores in The East.

SSFORiYOUR NEXTIPAIOF

SHOES COME AND SEE

THE REGAL.

fcr

M. GREENBERGER.

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE FURNISH
THE

SIGN
Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Reynolds President
Reynolds Vice President
Hal'ett Reynolds Cashier
Stephen B. Davis Vice President
rl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
E.

D.

PACKAGE
Every article contained
our perfectly
laundered bundles represents the best results of
cleaning.
The color, finish, in fact,
every minor detail shows
the results of care and
skill.

QUALITY

Las Vegas Steam
We Always Have

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

THE BEST OF EATABLES

The Graaf & Hayward Co.

BLANKET

8ALE
dying "slowly.
Just in time to meet your demands
Our city will soon be
for from cheap cotton blankets to all
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend wool blankets, regular J3.50, $3.00
on tne condition our
and $2.50 values at $1.95. How long
city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove con- can they last? Certainly not, after
these are gone. A snap in men's unflagration breeders.
derwear $1.25, $1.00 and 75c at 50c.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave. Where?
Why, at the 5, 10 and 25
Cent Store.
THE FEAST OF PURIM
Tomorrow morning at 10:30 o'clock
the feast of Purim will be observed
at Temple Montefiore. Rabbi Samuel
Peiper will illustrate the book of Es
ther with lantern slides.
Purim, or the feast of Lots, finds its
entire story and purpose told with
fine dramatic fervor and power in the
Biblical Book of Esther. Whatever
literary and historical criticism mav
deduce, we are certain that a threat
Cream Cheese
ened persecution, fortunately averted
Camembert Cheese
by the combined bravery of Esther
Pickled Eels
and her uncle, Mordeoal, was the unClams
derlying fact upon which this feast
Lobster, in tin
was built.
Regular dance at the Armory to
night.

SPECIAL

Store

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

?$100, 000

Surplus, and UndividmProfits

$35, 000

TV7hile this bank adopts every desirable method of modern
in8.

bank-- "

neve" loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute Safety

FOR LENT

Science of
Selling

Lobster, in glass
Deviled Crabs
Bismarck Herring, in mustard
Rollmops
Kippered Herrings
Shrimp, Sardines
Golden Bloaters

WHITE ONLY

$1.50
507 Siztb Street

Per

BOUCHER'S

100

PERRY ONION & SON E

oae Vegat 121

P. S. Constant Supply of
Southern Fresh Vegetable

Time Deposits

If it may be termed a scieHce

The

Mackerel

SWEET

Interest Paid en

GOOD THINGS

Codfish
FOR SUNDAY MARCH 3
P- - AS
CUT
FINE
LONG
STEMS
FRAGRANT

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

COLOSSAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

d

in one of

AT

who is
A

LET US HAVE YOUR ORDER TODAY

HOUSE OF

HEARTED

A

It never truly has been said of the
five dollars for a name. That is
what Hepner and Barnes are willing
people of Las Vegas that they are
unsympathetic or slow to aid to pay to the person who will sue
It is reported in Las Vegas that tne those who are unfortunate. The Op-ti- o gest the best title for the new cafe
has received a communication, which they expect to open tomorrow
body of Dionicio Sanchez, the freighter
who perished in the snow last Satur- however, from a person who asserts in the room on Sixth street recently
he has not been treated kindly. It Is occupied by the Merchants restaur
day night, has been found In the vicinity of Sapello. The report has not possible the man has asked for work ant. The first meal will be Sunday
and been unable to find regular em- dinner at 11 o'clock tomorrow. Each
been confirmed.
ployment, but it I8 impossible that patron will foe given a slip of paper on
As he was busy m chambers this he could have been refused, food or which he will be invited to write his
morning Judge David J. Leehy put Bhelter if he is really deserving. Such name and address and what he thinks
off until this afternoon the drawing a person undoubtely could have made to be the most suitable title for an up-of the grand and petit juries for Lne enough money to buy a place to
cafe. A committee of six busi
April term of the district court of sleep by shoveling snow during the ness men will be appointed to award
past several days. The communica- the prize. The new cafe is to be run
Mora county.
tion, which was written in ink on two on the most) modem lines. At the
Jacob Davidhizer has applied at the postal cards, is as follows; the spell- noon hour each day a regular dinner
court house for $4 as bounty on two ing and grammatical style have been wiji De served for 35 cents. Other
coyotes killed by him recently near followed exactly:
meals will be served a la carte, i
East Las Vegas, Feb. 29, 1912.
Mishawaka. The snow on the mesa
In the Mishawaka neighborhood is re Optic:
MONUMENTS
Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver,
What manner of a town in this? I
ported to be several feet deep and is
came here in quest of work. Two Colo. Local representative,
melting slowly.
Aaron
days I have starved: two nights I Rainey, 1101 Eleventh street,
Thunder and lightning are so un have went and slept out dors in wet Las Vegas, N. M.
usual in New Mexico at this time of snow. Why? No one would
ma
the year that many people were fright work. Again
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Why? I admit; I dont
Notice
ened last night at the first few volleys know. First I'm half deaf.
is hereby given to all tax
Second I
from the sky. It is belleveu the thun have
only a sixth crade education. payers in precinct No. 29 of the Counder and lightning were the result of Third I've never been
ty of San Miguel, that I will be in
guilty or aca warm current of air from California cused of
my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
wroinsr
in
doing
any way,
striking the cool atmosphere of the shape or manner to my fellow men. tween the hours of 8 a. m., and 5 p.
New Mexico mountains.
Another thing also do i know even m., until the 30th day of April. 1912.
now as I write this and that is this. to receive returns of all taxable prop
District Attorney Charles W. Q.
That the business men In this town erty. Those failing to do so within
Ward is hopeful of bringing his appeal are a
the specified time will be assessed
miserly set, thinking only of
cases from the district court concern
themselves. The man who is broke by me according to section 4035 of the
ing compensation of county officers and a
stranger and honest and willing compiled laws of 1897 and a penalty
before the supreme court next week. to
work is treated as an outsider fit of 25 per cent will be imposed on
The higher tribunal will meet in San
only to roam day and night in quest those who fail to make returns.
ta Fe Monday. If the supreme court of
M1. A.
SANCHEZ, Assessor.
work tout in my case with my ex
renders an opinion soon it will put an
C. H. TEMPLE, Deputy.
Per
the
perience
no
dictionary contains
end to the controversy that has been
word that fits them and of course I
waged in every part of the new state.
won't break the law (?) See? But you MASQUES, MASQUES, MASQUES
A full line of masquerade
cos
To the citizens of Las Vegas and just wait and see later on some men tumee, wigs and everything needed for
who
are
to
forced
go from one place a
district: A great social purity meetmasque ball may be obtained at
to another In quest of work will take
the millinery store of Mrs. A. Stand-ish- ,
ing will be held at the Y. M. C. A their
winnings out of this hell hole
on Sunday afternoon. March 3. at
the Emporium, 524 Sixth street
before they leave In or I'll be for
2:30 p. m., when an address will b
ever dead. I Don't see any senciable
PROTECTION
delivered by the Honorable John B.
use in my living as 1 know men as
of
Against the cold blasts that bring
Deo
Hammond
Moines,
special
they are and how they act to thP pneumonia, grip and disagreeable
agent for the National Purity associa man
that is down and out to say I'm colds upon their breath is afforded by
tion. Mr. Hammond bears with him
sick of them and their ways is indeed chamois vests and chest
protectors
recommendations of the highest or
putting it very mily really, but to The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full
der on his record of achievement.
say I hate them, &ate life Drefere line. Tou oan be comfortable and
Monday will be a busy day at the death to crime or living near men is free from the fear of catching cold
court house as the republican county not lie. Why? because as long as T if you wear one of these handy articles. Schaefer's, opera house block.
convention will be in session the will look for work ns
greater part of the day. The board polite to them still they'll treat me O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
of county commissioners and the pro- like a dirty measly cur and let me Co.
bate court are scheduled to hold meet- sleep out doors night & starve days
WHAT IS THE REASON
ings, but probably will put off the sooner than trust me to work for
For
the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
proceedings until later in the week. them to earn what I need.
is constantly gaining new cusdairy
One
man, proprietor of store, said
It is not unlikely, also, that the Las
tomers and is holding Its old patrons ?
Vegas grant board will postpone its he'd been beat so manny manny
times he will not positively give any Because it furnishes the best, purest
meeting.
man work he did not know well the and richest milk. The milk Is absorest of the men are tho umo mi lutely free from contamination. It is
handled in sterilized rooms by scienjust a minute before I quit I want to
tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
say to the business men that I curse
a while and you will never change.
them for their meanness to one

II

IS IT WORTH WHILE?

THE

NAME FOR

1

Your Furniture
Wants For Spring

.

PRIZE FOR

to-da-

i

fcS

HARD

Finch's Golden Wadding Rye, aged
in the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

BUSY.

ALWAYS

.""IW

MARCH 2, 1912.

The district court of Union county DECLARES IN A LETTER THAT
will begin Monday its regular spring
THIS CITY 13 PEOPLED BY
term.
MEAN FOLK

AT
STORE THAT'S

'

Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

PER POUND 25C

THE

VEGAS

Regular dance tonight at Rosenthal

imported

SATURDAY.

STRANGER CALLS CASH

LOCAL NEWS
hall.

UPTIC,

a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

of prospective buyers.
class in

To reach this

the southwest use the

Farms

llslllili

must

include

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

COAL AND WOOD

mm

NUT

LUMP

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Dm W. C OND ON
Mmin 21
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